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Foreword
The enactment of a new constitution for Kenya and a new system of government marked a
new beginning for the residents of Kericho County. The devolution of 14 essential services
including health and agriculture among others provided the residents of the county with an
opportunity to map out their destiny. My government, which was elected during the last
general election, has promised to deliver to the people of Kericho from poverty and improve
their livelihoods. This strategic plan spells out how.
Kericho County is a unique county with a rich heritage. The world‟s single largest tea
plantation is found in Kericho which is also home to the first human Kenyaphiticus situated at
Fort-tenan. Other attraction sites are found at Bagao caves, Reserik, Kipsigis Museum at
Kapkatet and Chebulu. The county has a fairly good road network, good communication
infrastructure and provides a good investment destination.
Since its establishment, one year ago, the County Government of Kericho has embarked on a
process of ensuring services to the residents of the county are world class. Some of the
milestones achieved include the development of the County Integrated Development Plan
(CIDP), establishment of the County Executive Committee, appointment of County Chief
Officers and other technical staff; establishment of systems and processes to support the
management of the county as well as increase efficiency and enhance citizen participation.
Slowly but surely, the residents are beginning to feel the results of good service delivery and
devolution. However, this journey has not been without challenges but our resolve to succeed
has enabled us to view them as opportunities and strong lessons have been drawn.
Through the development of the strategic plan, the County has re-casted its strategic
framework and has developed a vision and mission that resonates with the stakeholders as
well as defined core values that will guide the entire county to the path of development. With
our new vision „A prosperous county where residents enjoy high quality life in a sustainable

environment‟ and our new mission “To foster equitable and sustainable socio-economic
development in Kericho County through effective and efficient mobilization and utilization of
available resources”, the sky is the limit for the County Government in delivering its promise
to the people.
The County Government shall be guided by the National Values and Principles of Governance
as articulated in Article 10 of the Constitution of Kenya. These include; The rule of law;
Democracy; Participation of the people; Equity; Inclusiveness; Protection of the marginalized;
Integrity; Transparency and accountability; and Sustainable development.
The strategic plan is anchored on five key pillars namely Socio-economic development; service
delivery; trade and industry; sustainable environment and county administration and shall
seek to deliver the following outcomes for the residents of Kericho County:
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i) Enhanced Service Delivery
ii) Improved socio-economic development for the County Residents
iii) Increased investments in the County
iv) Sustainable environment in the County
v) Improved County Governance
My government shall work with all the stakeholders to ensure all the proposed strategies are
implemented and actualized. Once again I want to thank the County Executive for working
tirelessly to ensure that this document is finalized in good time. I would also like to thank the
chief officers and their technical teams for collection and collation of data and information
and the stakeholders who have worked with us throughout this process. I assure all of you
that at the end of the implementation period, the County Government will have made a
significant impact on the lives of the people of Kericho. Thank you.

H.E. Prof. Paul Kiprono Chepkwony
The Governor
County Government of Kericho
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Executive Summary
One of the key milestones of Vision 2030 was the enactment of a New Constitution for Kenya in August
2010. The Constitution of Kenya 2010 heralds a new political dispensation for Kenyans. The Constitution
spells out the devolved governance structure. It vests sovereign power at the National and County level. It
stipulates two very important principles in the construction of the governance architecture for the national
and county governments, i.e. that while the two levels of government are distinct and interdependent, their
effectiveness is founded on the principles of consultations and mutual cooperation.
County governments were created by the new Constitution of Kenya under Article 6 and their structures spelt
out in Chapter 11. These governments have express mandate and powers of self-governance by the local
people. The people at the grassroots level have powers to participate in decision-making on matters affecting
them. The mandate and powers conferred by the constitution and subsequent legislation will fulfill the
requirements of subsidiary governments. To effectively provide services to the people and ensure
development targets are achieved, counties are required to prioritize development planning and people‟s
participation. A strategic plan is the globally accepted planning model that will help County governments
implement the CIDP and map out their strategic direction towards the delivery of essential services and in the
process contribute towards the achievement of Vision 2030.
The development of this Strategic Plan is expected to result into the realization of the following benefits to the
County Government:
i) Identify and prioritize investments and programmes that will improve the lives of the residents of
Kericho County;
ii) Improve the operating environment for sustainable economic development;
iii) Encourage new investments in the county;
iv) Improve competitiveness and enhance productivity through macro-economic management and
governance and by ensuring that the basic physical infrastructure, capital resources, human
resources and knowledge resources are adequately developed and are of relevance to socioeconomic development and competitiveness
v) Direct and promote the diversification of economic activities, in particular, the diversification of
agricultural development and industrial production;
vi) Minimize major constraints and impediments to development such as, administrative
bottlenecks relating to the provision of government services, red tape and time delays, tax
administration, commercial laws, labor relations etc.
This Strategic Plan was developed through a participatory and all inclusive consultative process spearheaded
by a core team of Kericho County officials constituted into a steering committee and backstopped by the
Finance and Economic Planning Department. The process involved a series of consultative fora and
meetings with key stakeholders with a view to ensuring that their views, concerns and interests are taken on
board. A review of the previous year‟s performance provided information on the experiences and successes as
well as challenges experienced. In the development of the strategic plan, the County Government was
cognizant of the 14 functions that have been devolved to the counties.
Kericho County is one of the 14 Counties in the Rift Valley region. It lies between longitude 35º 02‟ and 35º
40‟ East and between the equator and latitude 0 23‟ South. The county is bordered by the Uasin Gishu County
to the north, Baringo County to the northeast, Nandi to the northwest, Nakuru County to the east and Bomet
County to the south. It is bordered to the South West by Nyamira and Homa Bay Counties and to the West by
Kisumu County. The county covers a total area of 2,479 sq. km.
Kericho County is one of the most resource endowed counties in the Country. The County has a rich
agricultural hinterland, averagely constructed road network, connectivity to other counties and towns and a
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well developed health infrastructure. However, the county‟s absolute poverty index stands at 41.3% (42.3%
urban and 57.5% rural) and food poverty stands at 38.7%.
It is the mandate of the County government of Kericho to provide the policy framework and
the enabling environment for the political, economic and social development players to
deliver the services to the local people according to their expectations. This is espoused in the
County‟s Strategic Framework that contains the Vision, Mission, Core Values and Guiding
Principles.
The County‟s Vision is “A prosperous county where residents enjoy high quality life in a
sustainable environment”. While its mission is „To foster equitable and sustainable socio-

economic development in Kericho County through effective and efficient mobilization and
utilization of available resources‟.
The County Government shall be guided by the National Values and Principles of Governance
as articulated in Article 10 of the Constitution of Kenya. These include: The rule of law;
Democracy; Participation of the people; Equity; Inclusiveness; Protection of the marginalized;
Integrity; Transparency and accountability; and Sustainable development.
The goal of this strategic plan is to improve the quality of life for the residents of Kericho County. The strategic
plan is expected to drive the following outcomes:
vi) Enhanced Service Delivery
vii) Improved socio-economic development for the County Residents
viii) Increased investments in the County
ix) Sustainable environment in the County
x) Improved County Governance
Various strategic pillars have been proposed in order to ensure better framework and conditions for the
achievement of its goals. Hence, the key strategic pillars that are fundamental for driving the competitiveness
of the County include: Socio-economic Development; Service Delivery; Trade and Industry; Sustainable
Environment and County Administration. Several objectives and strategies have been developed under each
pillar and shall be achieved over the planning period 2014-2017.
To implement the strategic plan, the county requires approximately 14.281 billion over the next four years.
This however excludes any recurrent expenditure since a strategic plan is a development document and
focuses mainly on development expenditure. Funding shall come from locally generated revenues, the
National Government, PPPs and development partners. Implementation shall be undertaken by the 9
departments, the Public Service Board and the Office of the Governor.
Monitoring, evaluation and reporting will form a critical feature of the implementation of this strategic plan.
The plan will be implemented by the respective departments. The effective monitoring of the implementation
of programmes, projects and activities within the strategic plan period shall make use of participatory
monitoring, evaluation, and learning approaches.
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SECTION ONE: BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
1.1
Context and Rationale of the Strategic Plan
The ultimate objective of Kenya's long term development plan is to transform the country into a middleincome country and to transform the lives of Kenyans by 2030. The envisaged economic
transformation is anchored on a stable macroeconomic environment , sustainable governance reforms;
enhanced equity and wealth creation opportunities for the poor; infrastructure; land reforms; science and
technology; human resources development; as well as security. The Vision 2030 is implemented through
successive Medium term Plans (MTPs) that provide short term objectives and goals to be achieved. Other
than high growth, the MTPs place a premium on faster job creation, poverty reduction, improved income
distribution and gender equity while also ensuring that balance is attained in development across all regions
of the country.
One of the key milestones of Vision 2030 was the enactment of a New Constitution for Kenya in August
2010. The Constitution of Kenya 2010 heralds a new political dispensation for Kenyans. The Constitution
spells out the devolved governance structure. It vests sovereign power at the National and County level. It
stipulates two very important principles in the construction of the governance architecture for the national
and county governments, i.e. that while the two levels of government are distinct and interdependent, their
effectiveness is founded on the principles of consultations and mutual cooperation.
County governments were created by the new Constitution of Kenya under Article 6 and their structures
spelt out in Chapter 11. These governments have express mandate and powers of self-governance by the
local people. The people at the grassroots level have powers to participate in decision-making on matters
affecting them. The mandate and powers conferred by the constitution and subsequent legislation will fulfill
the requirements of subsidiary governments. To effectively provide services to the people and ensure
development targets are achieved, counties are required to prioritize development planning and people‟s
participation.
The planning process is an integral part of the development process. It is the first critical stage of the budget
process as provided for under the Public Finance Management Act, (PFM 35 and PFM 126). The PFM 126
provides that every county shall prepare a development plan in accordance with Article 220(2) of the
Constitution of Kenya for approval by the county assembly. The county executive committee member
responsible for planning shall submit the development plan before the county assembly by 1st September. The
development plan will inform the budget priorities for the coming year.
The County Governments Act, 2012 (CGA), Section 104 obligates a county to develop an integrated plan,
designate planning units at all county administrative levels and promote public participation and
engagement by non state actors in the planning process. The county plans shall consist of the following;





The County Integrated Development Plan (CIDP) is a 5 year plan that shall inform the county‟s
annual Budget;
County Sectoral Plan (10 year plan);
County Spatial Plan is a 10 year plan using the Geographic Information System (GIS) based system
and will be reviewed every 5 years;
City and Municipal plans.

The CIDP shall reflect the strategic midterm priorities of the county governments. The CIDP will contain
specific goals and objectives, a costed implementation plan, provisions for monitoring and evaluation and
clear reporting mechanisms. It will contain information on investments, projects, development initiatives,
maps, statistics, and a resource mobilization framework. A strategic plan is the globally accepted planning
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model that will help County governments implement the CIDP and map out their strategic direction towards
the delivery of essential services and in the process contribute towards the achievement of Vision 2030. This
strategic plan therefore provides a realistic framework for the implementation of the CIDP since it links the
people‟s wishes with the available resources and aligns the development priorities with the existing structure.
The strategic plan will provide the stepwise approach for implementation of the proposed programmes in the
CIDP and will provide the County with annual plans for the implementation of the plan.
The development of this Strategic Plan is expected to result into the realization of the following benefits to the
County Government:
vii) Identify and prioritize investments and programmes that will improve the lives of the residents of
Kericho County;
viii) Improve the operating environment for sustainable economic development;
ix) Encourage new investments in the county;
x) Improve competitiveness and enhance productivity through macro-economic management and
governance and by ensuring that the basic physical infrastructure, capital resources, human
resources and knowledge resources are adequately developed and are of relevance to socioeconomic development and competitiveness
xi) Direct and promote the diversification of economic activities, in particular, the diversification of
agricultural development and industrial production;
xii) Minimize major constraints and impediments to development such as, administrative
bottlenecks relating to the provision of government services, red tape and time delays, tax
administration, commercial laws, labor relations etc.
1.2
Methodology and Approach to Strategic Plan Development
This Strategic Plan was developed through a participatory and all inclusive consultative process spearheaded
by a core team of Kericho County officials constituted into a steering committee and backstopped by the
Finance and Economic Planning Department. The process involved a series of consultative fora and
meetings with key stakeholders with a view to ensuring that their views, concerns and interests are taken on
board. A review of the previous year‟s performance provided information on the experiences and successes
as well as challenges experienced.
The Steering Committee was made up of senior members of staff (including all Heads of Departments)
chaired by the County Executive responsible for Finance and Economic Planning was constituted to guide
the process of Strategic Plan preparation. The team‟s role was to collect, collate, analyze information, and
support the consultant prepare a strategic plan.
Preparation of the Plan involved a review of the CIDP, relevant government policy documents, reports and
previous programmes by the county. The review enabled the identification of the national, sectoral and
county policy priorities that the strategic plan would address in the medium term. An internal workshop with
all the departments represented was then held to build consensus on the vision, mission, values, stakeholder
expectations, internal analysis, and external analysis and identify key strategic themes and objectives. A draft
strategic plan was then prepared and presented to stakeholders at a one day workshop. After input from
stakeholders was considered and incorporated, a final draft was then developed.
1.3
Mandate and Core Functions of the County Government
The mandate, functions and the powers of the County as spelt out in Schedule 4 of the Constitution of Kenya
include;
1.

Agriculture, including;
i) Crop and animal husbandry
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ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
2.

Livestock sale yards
County abattoirs
Plant and animal disease control
Fisheries

County Health Services;
i) County health facilities and pharmacies
ii) Ambulance services
iii) Promotion of primary healthcare
iv) Licensing and control of undertakings that sell food to the public
v) Veterinary services (excluding regulations of the profession)
vi) Cemeteries, funeral parlours and crematoria
vii) Refuse removal, refuse dumps and solid waste disposal.

3. Control of air pollution, noise pollution and other public nuisances and outdoor advertising
4. Cultural activities, public entertainment and public amenities including;
i) Betting, casinos and other forms of gambling
ii) Racing
iii) Video shows and hiring
iv) Libraries
v) Museums
vi) Sports and cultural activities and facilities
vii) County parks, beaches and recreational facilities.
5.

County transport, including;
i) County roads
ii) Street lighting
iii) Traffic and parking
iv) Public road transport
v) Ferries and harbours (excluding regulations of international and national shipping matters.)

6. Animal control and welfare including;
i) Licensing of dogs
ii) Facilities for accommodation, care and burial of animals
7. Trade development and regulation, including;
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Markets
Trade licenses (excluding regulation for the professions)
Fair trading practices
Local tourism
Cooperative societies

8. County planning and development, including;
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Statistics
Land survey and mapping
Boundaries and fencing
Housing
Electricity and gas regulation and energy regulation.

9. Pre-primary education, village polytechnics, home craft centres and child care facilities
10. Environmental conservation, including;
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i) Soil and water conservation
ii) Forestry
11. County and public works and services, including;
i) Storm water management in built areas
ii) Water and sanitation services
12.

Fire-fighting services and disaster management

13.

Control of drugs and pornography

14.

Coordinating the participation of communities in governance and administrative issues.

1.4
Brief of Kericho County Government
Kericho County is one of the 14 Counties in the Rift Valley region. It lies between longitude 35º 02‟ and 35º
40‟ East and between the equator and latitude 0 23‟ South. The county is bordered by the Uasin Gishu
County to the north, Baringo County to the northeast, Nandi to the northwest, Nakuru County to the east and
Bomet County to the south. It is bordered to the South West by Nyamira and Homa Bay Counties and to the
West by Kisumu County. The county covers a total area of 2,479 sq. km.
Surrounding the county are Tinderet Hills to the north and to the north east is the Mau Escarpment and
between them is the gently rolling land which forms Londiani Hills. To the North West are the hilly areas of
Kipkelion rolling towards Koru. The central part of the county rises eastward towards 3,000m high Mau
Ridge. The Kericho plateau forms the central part of the county sloping gently from 2,500m to about 1,800m
above the sea level.
The county is well drained with a good number of rivers that include Chemosit, Kiptaret, Kipsonoi Timbilil,
Maramara, Itare, Nyando, Kipchorian and Malaget. Some of these rivers are characterized by rapids and falls
which could be harnessed for hydro-electric power generation. Some of the rivers with the waterfalls include
Maramara, Itare and Kiptaret. Kericho County lies in the Lake Victoria Basin. Its geology is characterized by
volcanic as well as igneous and metamorphic complexes. The county is predominantly underlain by tertiary
lavas (phonolites) and intermediate igneous rocks. A small part of the county is dominated by
undifferentiated basement system rock (granites), volcanic ash admixture and other prolific rocks.
The county receives relief rainfall, with moderate temperatures of 170C and low evaporation rates. The
temperature ranges between 290C and 100C. The rainfall pattern is such that the central part of the county,
where tea is grown, receives the highest rainfall of about 2,125mm while the lower parts of Soin and parts of
Kipkelion receive the least amount of rainfall of 1,400 mm.
The county experiences two rainy seasons: the long rainy season occurs between April and June whereas the
short rainy season occurs between October and December every year. The driest season is mostly from
January to February. The variations in the temperatures and rainfall are mainly determined by the altitude of
the place. Between the periods July 2010 and June 2011, the county received an average rainfall of 1,500.1
mm.
The county is composed of six Constituencies and 15 administrative divisions namely: Ainamoi, Belgut,
Kabianga, Bureti, Roret, Cheborge, Sigowet and Soin. Other Administrative Divisions are Kunyak, Chilchila,
Kamasian, Kipkelion, Londiani, Sorget and Chepseon. These are further sub-divided into 85 locations that
are further sub-divided into 209 sub-locations. It covers an area of 2,479 sq. km.
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The county six constituencies are, Ainamoi, Kipkelion East, Kipkelion West, Sigowet/Soin, Bureti and Belgut.
It has 30 electoral wards. Bureti, with seven wards, has the largest number of electoral wards in the county
while Sigowet/Soin, Kipkelion West and Kipkelion East have the least number of wards with four each.
The county‟s population was 758,339 in 2009 as per the national Population and Housing Census. The
intercensal growth rate between 1999 and 2009 was 2.5 per cent per annum. The 2012 population was
projected to be 817,402 consisting of 411,730 males and 405,671 females. The male to female ratio is
1:1.01. This population is projected to increase further to 881,064 in 2015 and 926,237 by 2017. Kericho
town is the headquarters of the county and therefore has the highest population among the major urban
centers in the county while Kipkelion has the lowest population.
According to the 2009 HDI report, the Youth Development Index (YDI) for the region stood at 0.5952
compared to national statistic of 0.5817. The Human Development Index (HDI) is 0.6001 against a national
figure of 0.5742 as captured in 2009 HDI report. On average, it implies that the residents are on average
enjoying a long and healthy life. The Human Poverty Index (HPI) for the region is 30.6 percent while the
national stands at 29.1 percent. According to the HDI report of 2009, the Gender Development Index (GDI)
was 49.43 percent for Rift Valley Province region while the national figure was 49.24 percent.
Infrastructure: The County has a road network distributed as follows: 285.9 km bitumen surface, 592.5
km of gravel road and 1007.6 km earth surface road. The county is partially served by a railway line
covering a distance of 60km. The railway line passes through Kipkelion East and West. There is a nonfunctional airstrip namely Kerenga which is public. The airstrip requires rehabilitation.
There are 12 fully fledged postal offices in the county and four sub-post offices. There are eight licensed
stamp vendors and five private courier service firms supplementing the Postal Corporation in terms of parcel
delivery. Telephone coverage is about 80 per cent. Further, 59 per cent of households in the county own a
mobile phone but less than one percent is connected to landlines. Currently, there are 66 cyber cafes
operating in the county.
Financial Services: There are eleven commercial banks, namely, Kenya Commercial bank, Barclays Bank,
Cooperative Bank, Equity Bank, Family Bank, K-Rep Bank, Diamond Trust Bank, Standard Chartered Bank,
Transnational Bank, National Bank of Kenya and Bank of Africa. Many of these banks are concentrated in the
county headquarters (Kericho Town) with Litein and Londiani urban centres having two and one
respectively. There are also financial services provided by savings and credit cooperative societies which are
offering quasi-banking services.

Education: There are 660 primary schools and 200 secondary schools in the County. The county has 10
polytechnics and 1 fully fledged university with 5 satellite campuses.
There are a total of 737 ECD centres in the county with an enrolment of 36,570 pupils. The population of
pre-school going children is 72,622 aged 3-5 years comprising of 36,925 boys and 35,697 girls. From the
above statistics it can be concluded that 50.4 percent of children aged 3-5 years attend school. Pre-school
teachers are 1,401 giving a teacher pupil ratio of 1:29.
In 2012, the numbers of primary schools in the county was 660 with a total enrolment of 191,000 pupils
comprising of 93,877 boys and 97,123 girls. The enrolment rate is 89 percent which is attributed to the
introduction of Free Primary Education. Despite the impressive enrolment rate there is a dropout rate of 15
percent while the retention rate is 83 percent. The transition rate from primary to secondary is 51 percent.
There are 4,281 primary school teachers giving a teacher pupil ratio of 1:43.
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The county literacy level is 75 percent. There are a total of 58 adult literacy centres with an enrolment of
7,716 adult learners and regular attendance stands at 4,616 as per 2011. 89.95 percent of the population
can read while 87.95 percent can write. The percentage of the county population which can write and read
is 87.5 percent.
The population of secondary school going age is 74,981. The data received from the education department
indicate that 33,753 students consisting of 18,692 boys and 15,061 girls are in currently secondary schools.
The number of teachers in secondary schools is 1,219 and the teacher student ratio is 1:29.There are 190
secondary schools, both public and private.
There are different types of tertiary institutions in the county including university, campus/or university
colleges, teachers‟ trainings colleges, polytechnics, commercial colleges, Early Childhood Development
Colleges, satellite colleges among others.
Energy: On energy, Majority of the households use lantern (46.1 per cent) and tin lamp (39.1 per cent) as
the main source of lighting fuel followed by electricity (11.8 per cent) and solar (1.7 per cent) while the other
sources constitute less than one per cent each.
Urbanization: There is one town and three major urban centres with population of above 2,000 but less
than 10,000 namely Kericho, Kipkelion, Londiani and Litein respectively. There also exist periodic market
centres namely: Chepseon, Kapsoit, Sosiot, Kipsitet, Kapkatet, Sondu, Fort Ternan, Kapkelek and Roret.
Housing: The County‟s household distribution by main roofing materials is as follows: corrugated iron sheets
(81.6 per cent), grass (14.7 per cent), asbestos sheets (1.2 per cent), and concrete (1.2 per cent) while tiles,
tin, grass, makuti and mud/dung constitute less than one per cent each. On distribution of households by
main wall materials, 49 per cent use mud/wood, 13.4 per cent use brick/block, 12.4 per cent use wood
only, 10.6 per cent use stone and 7.7 per cent use mud/cement. Others use corrugated iron sheet (6 per
cent), grass straw (0.1 per cent), tin (0.1 per cent) and other materials (0.8 per cent). On distribution of
household by ownership of dwelling unit, 70.9 per cent are owner occupied (against national average of 68
per cent) while 29.1 per cent are rented (against national average 32 per cent).
Land: Land resources in most parts of the county are utilized for farming, which comprises both food and
cash crop farming and livestock rearing. Large tracks of land are mainly held by multinational companies
such as tea and flower farms which are mainly concentrated within Belgut, Kipkelion East and Kericho East.
A larger percentage of the land is held by private individuals who use it mainly for the production of small
scale cash crops, food crops and production of livestock. About 80 percent of the county is arable. The
average land holding size in the county is 0.9 ha. for the small holders and 14 ha. for large
scale holders.
Land holders with title deeds in the county stands at 76 per cent. Kipkelion, which is a former
white settlement scheme, has the largest percentage of holders without title deeds.
Landlessness within the county remains an issue that requires immediate attention. The
Laibon community is an example of people who until late 2012 were without land. The
Nubians, who are concentrated mostly within Kericho Town, are equally affected. These
groups are facing major socio-economic challenges as a result of the shanty structures that
they live in and the lack of land to farm. The Laibon who were issued with allotment letters
require title deeds in order to allow them fully utilize their land.
Cooperative Movement: The county has a total of 265 cooperative societies of which, 174 are active while
91 are dormant. The share capital as at 2012 stood at approximately Kshs 807,405,548 with a membership
of 225,859. The main SACCOs include; Imarisha SACCO Ndege Chai, Mau Tea Multipurpose, Kericho
Highland Multipurpose, Temiik, Simba SACCOs, Bureti SACCO, LITCO SACCO, Tengecha schools SACCO
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among others. Apart from the Imarisha Teachers, LITCO, and Tengecha schools SACCO, most of these other
SACCOs are tea related. These SACCOs provide cheap credit facilities to their members for investments. There
are also coffee societies most of them are based in Kipkelion west sub-county.

Agriculture: As mentioned earlier, the county is endowed with fertile soils and receives reliable rainfall
throughout the year hence making it conducive for agricultural activities. The county produces both cash
and food crops. The main crops grown include tea, coffee, sugarcane, potatoes, maize, beans, Pineapples,
horticulture (tomatoes, vegetables among others). The total land under both food and cash crops is 79,200
ha consisting of 45,200 ha for food crops and 34,000 ha for cash crops.
Livestock: Dairy and beef cattle, sheep, goats and poultry are the types of livestock bred across the county.
Dairy farming is an enterprise practiced in the whole county. There is a total of 294,876 heads of cattle
consisting of 23,917 zebus and 270,959 dairy cattle which consists of both purebred dairy cattle and their
crossbreeds. The dominant dairy cattle bred are Friesian followed by the Aryshire. In the year 2012, a total of
110,162,924 liters of milk was produced out of which 72.7 million litres were sold fetching the farmers
Ksh.1.8 billion. The Four main buyers in the county are Brookside, Buzeki, New KCC and Kabianga Dairies. A
substantial amount of milk is also handled by hawkers. Kipkelion and Londiani are the highest milk
producers in the county. The average milk yield per cow per day of 5 litres still remains below potential
Dairy goat rearing continues to do well in Kipkelion, Kericho and Londiani. This enterprise is gaining a lot of
popularity in the county. There are about 2,000 dairy goats and their cross breed in the county. Sheep and
goat rearing is practiced in the lowlands of the county, mainly in Soin and Kipkelion. There are about 28,811
Red Maasai sheep, 3,558 Dorpers and 64,325 small East African goats in the county.
Poultry is an important enterprise in the county. It holds the key to poverty reduction. There are about
528,991 indigenous birds, 36,145 layers and 14,739 broilers. The prices of poultry and eggs have continued
to remain steady due to high demand.
Bee keeping is an enterprise with a lot of potential. It is practiced in the drier lower zones of the county
namely: Soin area, lower parts of Ainamoi and Kipkelion divisions. There are 10,718 log hives, 3,641 KTBH
and 825 langstroth hives in the county.
Fish farming is not a common activity in the county. With the Economic Stimulus Programme initiated by the
government in 2009 which aimed at creating employment among the youthful population and address food
security, fish farming was introduced in the county. Pond fishing is being carried out and the common fish
produced is trout. There are 1,100 individual fish farmers owning 800 fish ponds occupying an area of
240,000 sq. metres.
Environment: The county has seven gazetted forests comprising of the South Western Mau Forest Reserve
that occupies a total area of 32,700 ha, Makutano Forest covers 5,474.09 ha, Tendeno Forest (723.80ha.),
Kuresoi Forest (7,366.80 ha.), Londiani Forest (9,015.50 ha.), Malagat Forest Station (3,137.90ha.) and
Sorget Forest Station (6,856.60ha.). Private forests within the county are mainly owned by James Finlay Tea
and Unilever Tea. The forests are situated in Londiani and within the tea estates.
The main products from farm forests in the county include timber, nursery soils, honey, fire wood, building
materials, herbal medicine, pottery clay, grass, pine gum. The beneficiaries to these forest products are the
communities who live along the forests and also the farmers who practice agro-forestry. Apart from the
direct products harvested from the forests, livelihoods are also supported through the water catchment areas,
rainfall, environmental conservation and other income generating activities.
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Kericho County has several water towers for rivers and streams. These water catchments are managed by
Water Resources Management Authority assisted by Water Resources Users Associations. The county has
four Water Resources Users Associations (WRUA) namely Asao WRUA, Yurith WRUA, Kipsonoi WRUA and
Awach Kano WRUA.
The county has several degraded hilltops especially in the lower altitude. The wetlands available in the county
have problems of ownership and uncertainty thus causing encroachment and sub segment destruction.
Riverbanks more often than not are encroached by individual farmers to an extent of collapsing the banks.
Mining: Kericho County is yet to discover any precious mineral and the only mining carried out is that of
natural stones and sand. Mining and dressing of natural/building stones is mainly found in Kipkelion subcounty. There also exist mining of murram which is used in road construction and maintenance in the whole
county. Mining sites for murram are located along Mau Summit-Kisumu Highway and Sotik-Roret roads,
which have been under construction. The county has a high potential of natural stones especially in
Kipkelion. Sand and murram harvesting is predominant in Ainamoi, Belgut and Bureti. There is also potential
of Bauxite mineral in Ainamoi location, a mineral used in the manufacturing of cement.
Tourism and Wildlife: Tourism sector has not been fully exploited in Kericho County though there exist
potential tourist attraction sites and facilities. The county is endowed with diverse tourist attraction sites such
as Tulwap Kipsigis, a cultural attraction site which has strong attachment to the Kipsigis Community. There
are also Bagao caves found in Ainamoi Sub County and Chebulu in Belgut. Other Tourist attractions include:
the local culture, artifacts among others. The county does not have either a national park or Reserve. The
county is generally endowed with different types and species of flora and fauna. These species are found both
within and outside the Mau forest. The types and number of wild animals in the county in 2011 were as
follows: 50 Elephants, 30 Hyenas, 25 Vervet Baboons, 1,000 Olive Baboons, and a number of birds.
Development of tourist class hotels is still a challenge. There is one tourist class hotel in the county with bed
capacity of 74. There are upcoming hotels which may bridge the gap and meet the demand since a number
of tourists who come to the county are those on transit to Maasai Mara, Kisumu and Western Kenya.
Industry: There are various types of industries within the county. The most thriving primary industry is
agriculture and Livestock rearing. This mainly involves production and processing of agricultural
commodities such as tea, sugar cane, pineapples, floriculture and coffee. Large scale tea and floriculture
industries are mostly owned by multinational companies whereas sugar cane, coffee, small scale tea farms
and pineapples farming are owned by individual farmers. There is one major genetic industry namely
Kericho Tea Research Foundation (TRF) which deals with development of suitable tea clones.
The major extractive industry in the county is quarrying of building stone which is mainly found in Kipkelion
East and West Sub Counties. There also exists a small percentage of timber production industry which
sources their raw materials from both private farms and gazetted forests.
Manufacturing industries in the county are mostly agro based. These industries are: tea processing industries,
sugarcane processing industries, milk processing industries, baking industry and pineapple processing
industry which is still under construction. Apart from agro based manufacturing, there is a steel industry
situated in Soin Division.
Construction industry is dominated by roads construction with the construction of Total-Kisumu road, SotikSigowet road and Litein-Cheborgei road contributing a higher percentage to this industry. Routine
maintenance of roads, opening up of new ones and building of bridges by KeRRA are the other contributors
to the industry.
Service industry especially hotel industry within the county is not yet fully exploited. This is a great
opportunity given the favorable climatic condition and unique culture
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Employment: A larger percentage of people working in multinational companies such as tea factories and
flower farms get their dues in terms of wages. This is because most of the employees of these firms are
employed under contract terms. Roads and building construction is another source of wage though seasonal.
The major contributors to this type of employment in the county are people working on their own farms.
These are the people who spend most of their time engaged in tilling, harvesting and rearing livestock for
their livelihood. This type of employment contributes more than 50 percent of employment in the county.
Other kinds of self-employment comprise of people undertaking their own businesses either in the main
trading centres or in the rural settings. These businesses range from small kiosks to wholesale trading.
The county‟s unemployment rate stood at 47% in the year 2009. The population employed at that period had
the rural populace contributing a larger share of the employment. In the county, 38 percent of the
population is economically inactive in which the rural settlement contributes a larger percentage. This creates
a dependency challenge for the working and active population. The major source of income for the people of
Kericho County comprises of proceeds from farm produce such as tea, pineapples, coffee, sugarcane,
potatoes, maize and horticultural crops. Employment by multinational companies such as tea farms and
factories is another major source of income. The informal sector and more specifically the Jua Kali offers
another form of employment. With the devolved government brought about by the Kenyan Constitution
2010, job opportunities are expected to be created both in the formal and informal sector.
Water and Sanitation: Waste disposal is still a major challenge within the county. Except for some parts of
Kericho town, some health facilities and multinationals with sewer lines and septic tanks, majority of the
populace uses pit latrines. The urban centres within the county use pit latrines which poses a major hazard in
the near future. Households accessing potable water stands at 49, 250 accounting for 31 percent of the total
households.
The main water sources within the county are roof catchment and shallow wells for the rural population.
Kericho town, urban centers and the tea companies/estates are served with piped treated water. Shallow
wells and springs which are the main source of water for the rural population are unsafe though attempts
are being made through devolved funds for instance CDF and County Government Funds to protect the
intake, construct reservoir and supply the water at a convenient watering point. A section of the population
still draws water from the rivers.
Kericho Water and Sanitation Company (KEWASCO) supply water within the municipality and has
currently extended to cover peri-urban. Chemosit Water Board is charged with the management of water
supplies in rural areas across the county.
The main water sources are roof catchment, shallow wells and springs with 6,493, 10,721 and 415
households drawing water from those sources respectively. Households with piped water are 50,126. Supply
of treated and piped water covers mainly the urban centres and multinationals tea estates. Water related
issues are under Lake Victoria South Water Service Board as per the Water Act 2000. The average distance to
nearest water point is 1km.
Health: The health sector is important in terms of ensuring that people‟s access to basic health care service is
guaranteed. With the introduction of cost sharing, fee waiver and exemption in health centres, it has ensured
that there is equitable access to health care services. There are a total of 10 hospitals, 4sub district hospitals, 12
health centres, 133 dispensaries, 15 private clinics and 1 nursing home. The nursing homes are located in
Ainamoi Constituency. The average distance to the nearest facility is 5 kilometers. The doctor patient ratio is
115000 and nurse patient ratio is 1:2,000. TB control defaulter tracers are 10. The crude birth rate per 1,000
birth is 25and crude death rate per a 1,000 live births is 5
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HIV and AIDS pandemic still remains a key challenge although efforts have been put up to reduce the
prevalence rate. Among the stakeholders playing major role in the fight against the pandemic are Walter
Reed project which is mainly in research for AIDs vaccine though they have a component of VCT, AMREF –
Maanisha among others. National AIDs Control Council supports Civil Society Organizations (CSO) to carry
out various HIV and AIDS activities under Total War against AIDs programme (TOWA).
The most prevalent diseases in the county are Malaria (19 percent), Diarrhea ( 6.1percent) and respiratory
tract diseases ( 36.7percent). There has been a remarkable improvement in diseases control through effective
implementation of various programmes.
The current immunization coverage stands at 88 percent. The immunization helps reduce child and infant
mortality which is one of the eight Millennium Development Goals. All health facilities undertake
immunization with 37.5 percent of expectant mothers attending antenatal clinics while 25.5 percent of
pregnant deliver in the health facilities. There is therefore the need to ensure that expectant mothers deliver in
health facilities in order to reduce maternal mortality.
.The Executive: The composition of the executive arm of the county government is H.E. The Governor, H.E.
The Deputy Governor and the County Executive Committee Members in charge of various government
entities and subsequent structures below them.
The Governor: The governor is the chief executive of the county. The governor is deputized by the deputy
governor.
County Executive Committee: A County Executive Committee Member supervises the administration and
delivery of services in the county and all decentralized units and agencies in the county; perform any other
functions conferred on it by the Constitution or national legislation; and Carry out any function incidental to
any of the assigned functions. There are ten County Executive Committee Members (CECM) respensible for
the following departments : i) Finance and Economic Planning
ii) Information Communication Technology and E – Government
iii) Public Service Management
iv) Health Services
v) Education, Youth Affairs, Culture, Sports and Social Services
vi) Public Works, Roads and Transport,
vii) Lands, Housing and Physical Planning
viii) Trade, Industrialization, Cooperative Management, Tourism and Wildlife
ix) Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries
x) Water, Energy, Forestry Environment and Natural Resources
County Secretary: The County Secretary is; the Head of the County Public Service; responsible
for arranging the business, and keeping the minutes, of the county executive committee
subject to the directions of the executive committee; convey the decisions of the county
executive committee to the appropriate persons or authorities; and perform any other
functions as directed by the county executive committee
Chief Officer: County chief officers are responsible to the respective county executive
committee member for the administration of a county department as provided under section
46 of the County Government Act 2012; ensure that the resources of the entity for which the
officer is designated are used in a way that is lawful and authorized; and in an effective,
efficient, economical and. transparent manner.
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Sub County Administrator: Sub-county administrators are responsible for the coordination,
management and supervision of the general administrative functions in the sub-county unit,
including: the development of policies and plans; service delivery; developmental activities to
empower the community; the provision and maintenance of infrastructure and facilities of
public services; the county public service; exercise any functions and powers delegated by the
County Public Service Board under section 86; and facilitation and coordination of citizen
participation in the development of policies and plans and delivery of services.
Ward Administrator: The Ward administrator coordinates, manages and supervises the
general administrative functions in the Ward unit, including: The development of policies and
plans; service delivery; developmental activities to empower the community; the provision
and maintenance of infrastructure and facilities of public services; the county public service;
exercise any functions and powers delegated by the County Public Service Board under
section 86 of the County Government Act 2012; and coordination and facilitation of citizen
participation in the development of policies and plans and delivery of services.
Village Administrator: A village administrator coordinates, manage and supervise the general
administrative functions in the village. The administrator by performing these duties ensures
and coordinates the participation of the village unit in governance; and assisting the village
unit to develop the administrative capacity for the effective exercise of the functions and
powers and participation in governance at the local level.
Village Council: The village council will be chaired by village administrator. The village
council shall be responsible for: ensuring and coordinating the participation of the village
unit in governance; assisting the village unit to develop the administrative capacity for the
effective exercise of the functions and powers and participation in governance at the local
level; monitoring the implementation of policies at the village unit; and advising the ward
administrator and sub-county administrator on matters pertaining to the village
County Public Service Board: The functions of the County Public Service Board shall be, on
behalf of the county government:
i) Establish and abolish offices in the county public service
ii) Appoint persons to hold or act in offices of the county public service including in the
Boards of cities and urban areas within the county and to confirm appointments
iii) Exercise disciplinary control over, and remove, persons holding or acting in those
offices as provided for under this Part
iv) Prepare regular reports for submission to the county assembly on the execution of the
functions of the Board
v) Promote in the county public service the values and principles referred to in Articles
10 and 232
vi) Evaluate and report to the county assembly on the extent to which the values and
principles referred to in Articles 10 and 232 are complied with in the county public
service
vii) Facilitate the development of coherent, integrated human resource planning and
budgeting for personnel emoluments in counties
viii)
Advise the county government on human resource management and
development.
ix) Advise county government on implementation and monitoring of the national
performance management system in counties and
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x) Make recommendations to the Salaries and Remuneration Commission, on behalf of
the county government, on the remuneration, pensions and gratuities for county
public service employees.
County Assembly:
County Assembly: The County Assembly is the legislative arm of the county government. It's
composed of the Members of County Assembly (M.C.A) both elected and nominated, the
Speaker and the Clerk as an ex Official.
The county assembly performs the following functions:
i) Vet and approve nominees for appointment to county public offices as may be
provided for in this Act or any other law
ii) Approve the budget and expenditure of the county government in accordance with
Article 207 of the Constitution, and the legislation contemplated in Article 220 (2) of
the Constitution, guided by Articles 201 and 203 of the Constitution
iii) Approve the borrowing by the county government in accordance with Article 212 of
the Constitution; approve county development planning; and perform any other role
as may be set out under the Constitution or legislation.
1.5
Strategic Plan Framework
It is the mandate of County government of Kericho to provide the policy framework and the
enabling environment for the political, economic and social development players to deliver
the services to the local people according to their expectations. This is espoused in the
County‟s Strategic Framework that contains the Vision, Mission, Core Values and Guiding
Principles.
1.5.1

Vision

A prosperous county where residents enjoy high quality life in a sustainable environment.
1.5.2

Mission

To foster equitable and sustainable socio-economic development in Kericho County through
effective and efficient mobilization and utilization of available resources

1.5.3 Values and Guiding Principles
The County Government shall be guided by the National Values and Principles of Governance
as articulated in Article 10 of the Constitution of Kenya. These include:i) The rule of law,
ii) Democracy
iii) Participation of the people;
iv) Equity,
v) Inclusiveness,
vi) Protection of the marginalised;
vii) Integrity
viii) Transparency and accountability; and
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ix) Sustainable development.
1.6 Structure of the Strategic Plan
The strategic plan is divided into five chapters. Chapter one looks at the background of the
County and presents the strategic framework; chapter two is an analysis of the operating
environment for the county. The chapter looks at the external environment, the development
context, the SWOT analysis, risks and stakeholder analysis. Chapter three identifies the
strategic pillars, priorities and expected outcomes for the strategic plan and by extension for
the county. Chapter four is about the implementation of the strategic plan. The context of
implementation is discussed as well as the proposed objectives under each strategic pillar. The
financial requirements are discussed and the resource mobilization strategies are also
presented. Chapter five presents a summary of how Monitoring and Evaluation shall be
conducted and the responsibility areas for implementation success.
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SECTION TWO: SITUATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSES
2.1 National Development Agenda
Kenya Vision 2030 is the country's development blueprint covering the period 2008 to 2030.
It aims to transform Kenya into a newly industrializing, "middle-income country providing a
high quality life to all its citizens by the year 2030".
Kenya Vision 2030 is built on three pillars namely; the Economic, the Social and the Political
pillars. The economic pillar aims to improve the prosperity of all Kenyans through an
economic development programme, covering all the regions of Kenya, and aiming to achieve
an average Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate of 10% per annum beginning in 2012
and sustain it thereafter. The social pillar seeks to build a just and cohesive society with social
equity in a clean and secure environment. The political pillar aims to realize a democratic
political system founded on issue-based politics that respect the rule of law, and protects the
rights and freedoms of every individual in the Kenyan society.
The Kenya Vision 2030 is implemented in successive five-year Medium-Term Plans; with the
first such plan covering the period 2008 - 2012. The Second medium plan covering 20132017 has been developed and has highlighted the national priorities for this period.
County strategic plans are formulated in a manner that promotes sustainable development,
poverty eradication and increased wellbeing of vulnerable groups, especially women and
children. In other words, the County's development agenda will feed into the national agenda
particularly towards achieving the national long-term objective of transforming Kenya into a
newly industrialized middle-income country by 2030. This will be achieved by undertaking
programmes and projects aimed at achieving the objectives of the three pillars namely
political, economic and social identified in the vision 2030 blueprint. In addition, foundations
and cross cutting themes should be incorporated and they include;
i) Macro-economic stability
ii) Development of physical infrastructure
iii) Security
iv) Human resource development
v) Equity
vi) Science and technology innovations
vii) Land reforms
viii) Public sector reforms
The priority projects of economic pillar are; agriculture, tourism, manufacturing, wholesale
and retail trade, business process outsourcing and financial services. The social pillar
addresses issues of: Equity and social justice, national cohesion, security and environmental
concerns. It also lays great emphasis on the development of; education and training, better
healthcare, improved water and sanitation, sustained and better environmental management,
gender equity, vulnerable groups, housing and poverty reduction.
The political pillar seeks to promote an issue-based, people-cantered, resource oriented and
accountable democratic political system through several initiatives e.g. improved electoral
and political processes, democracy and public participation, transparency and accountability,
public administration, peace building and conflict management.
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The overall goal of the County government as envisaged in this strategic plan is to enhance its
contribution towards these national goals.
2.2
Trends in Development
2.2.1 Economy
Kenya has achieved a lot in the past half century of independence. Kenyans are living two
decades longer, fertility and infant mortality have been cut into half, and school enrolment at
primary and secondary level has more than doubled. GDP per capita has increased eightfold
and Kenya‟s financial sector is now the third largest, after South Africa‟s and Nigeria‟s, in subSaharan Africa. But a lot of work is needed to transform the lives of the majority of Kenyans.
Nearly four in 10 Kenyans still live in poverty, maternal mortality is among the highest in
Africa, secondary school enrolment is low with a staggering 50 percent attrition at KCPE level.
GDP growth, while solid, has yet to reach the takeoff level necessary to transform Kenya into a
modern market economy and change the lives of ordinary Kenyans.
Kenya has maintained a stable macroeconomic environment despite challenges of financing
the new devolved system of governance since March 2013 general elections. In 2013, the
economy the economy grew by 4.7% compared to 4.6% in 2012. This economic performance
was remarkable as growth tend to dip in election years due to political risk and uncertainty.
The economy is expected to grow by 5.1% in 2014 and improve in the medium term to
around 6%.
Good performance of industry and agriculture, which expanded at 6.7% and 5.6%
respectively, contributed to the growth in 2013. Inflation remained low due to strong
monetary policy, the exchange rate was stable in line with Central Bank targets, and the
external account balance improved due to increased remittances. Private sector credit
expanded to a record 17.4% in 2013, from 7.7% in 2012, and the equity market also
remained resilient last year through the first quarter of 2014. Moreover, Kenya has worked
with International Monetary Fund (IMF) to boost international reserves and to gradually
reduce fiscal deficits to lower the public debt burden.
A stable political environment enabled Kenyans to celebrate 50 years of independence in
December 2013 with renewed expectations of better prospects. However, Kenya remains
vulnerable to external and domestic risks, and continues to underperform relative to its
potential. Growth remains significantly below the Vision 2030 target rate of 10% and is also
short of the 6% average of Kenya‟s peers in the East African Community and sub-Saharan
Africa. Emerging fiscal pressure from implementation of devolution, financing of programs
promised by the Jubilee government during elections and rising public sector wage bill
further constrain prospects for growth. Rising interest payments and slow revenue growth
compound the situation, though private sector growth, supported by expansion of bank credit
to the sector, is expected to underpin growth prospects.
Kenya‟s external position is weak, with risks of deteriorating terms of trade, due to high
import demand, driven by oil and gas exploration and infrastructure projects. Exports remain
stagnant mainly as a result of subdued demand from Kenya‟s trading partners and increased
vulnerabilities of emerging markets. Furthermore, the external position may continue to
weaken due to high petroleum prices and renewed security threats in the region, which have
negatively affected tourist arrivals, especially at the coast. The outbreak of Ebola compounds
the problem further with some reduction of transit passengers through Jomo Kenyatta
Airport, an important regional hub.
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The government will need to maintain its commitment to macroeconomic stability to increase
the economy‟s resilience to external and domestic shocks. It will need to preserve low
inflation, rebuild fiscal and foreign exchange buffers and deepen the agenda for structural
reforms. Addressing infrastructure bottlenecks, including energy deficit, and improving the
business regulatory framework are key to private sector led growth and attracting Foreign
Direct Investment. Besides, devolution should enable the government to address regional
poverty and inequality challenges.
2.2.2 Political Developments
The Jubilee government led by President Uhuru Kenyatta marked one year in office in March
2014 with a commitment to resolve the challenges emerging especially on devolution,
security and public expenditure. The government has attempted to fulfil its election promises
to Kenyans, including free maternity services at all public health facilities, increasing
opportunities for youth and women, and devolving power and resources to reduce regional
inequalities.
Devolution was intended to transform Kenya through accountable and transparent
institutions, inclusive growth and equitable delivery of public services. But sharing of power
and resources between the national government and 47 counties continues to be a major
challenge, with county governors wielding more power and persistently pushing to raise their
share of the national revenue from 15% to 40%. But, the government‟s budget office shows
the counties are unable to use funds allocated to them. This raises issues about their planning,
budget, financial management, and execution capacity. Audit reports have also questioned the
use of funds in some counties on non-priority projects, including travel, vehicles, offices and
houses for the governors.
The country is also experiencing security challenges, which constrain the pace of the reforms
needed to drive socio-economic development. The administration has beefed up security
following several security threats across the country. The government has also promised to
tackle major challenges such as youth unemployment, regional imbalances and land reforms,
which pose political risk and insecurity particularly in areas with high poverty levels.
Recent political reforms have strengthened Kenya‟s governance record, though it remains
mixed. Kenya has made significant progress in policies and institutions for growth and
poverty reduction. Positive indicators include strong macroeconomic environment, but
concerns remain in climate reforms, which are essential for private-sector led growth and job
creation.
2.2.3 Social Developments
Kenya‟s poverty level is estimated to have declined from 47% in 2005 to between 34% and
42%; however, the last household survey was conducted in 2005-06. Even with this decline,
poverty and inequalities remain high. Poverty reduction is only possible if growth is
accompanied by reduction in inequality to enable the poor benefit to a disproportionate
extent through new economic opportunities and also by ensuring that safety nets adequately
buffer them from vulnerability to shocks.
Kenya‟s population increases by an estimated one million a year and is now estimated at 43.2
million. Based on the 2009 population census, demographic trends show that more people are
moving to urban areas and it is estimated that 63 percent of Kenyan will live in urban areas
by 2030. Better macro-economic conditions and governance in the past decade helped
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improve the welfare of Kenyans. However, the poor remain vulnerable to drought and bad
politics.
The Kenyan poverty profile also reveals strong regional disparities in the distribution of
poverty, with the lowest incidence being in the central region and the highest in the northern
and eastern arid and semi-arid areas. Inequality remains high, with the distribution of income
estimated at 39% in rural areas and 49% for urban areas. In an attempt to correct this
problem, the Commission on Revenue Allocation has adopted a revenue sharing formula
between counties with five criteria, including a weight of 20% to poverty incidence.
In other areas of social development, school attendance and enrollment ratio between boys
and girls has improved. The transition from primary to secondary and later to tertiary and
university education has also improved due to increased public and private investment in the
education sector. Infant mortality and under five mortality have improved and immunization
coverage increased. Access to household services such as electricity, drinking water source
and better sanitation, have all steadily increased, although a lot remain to be done.
2.3
Emerging Issues and Challenges in Kericho County
Kericho County is one of the most resource endowed counties in the Country. The County has
a rich agricultural hinterland, averagely constructed road network, connectivity to other
counties and towns and a well developed health infrastructure. However, the county‟s
absolute poverty index stands at 41.3% and food poverty stands at 38.7%. The section below
describes some of the emerging issues and challenges faced by the County in the various
sectors.

Tourism: Tourism sector in the county has not been well developed. This is despite the
presence of various tourist attractions in the county including bagao caves, beautiful and
good sceneries and the rich culture that remain untapped.
The county has few tourist class hotels and with a low bed capacity. Averagely constructed
road network hamper full development of this sector. There is therefore need to revamp this
untapped sector with a potential of increasing the income of the county and creating
employment to the youth
Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries: This sector accounts for 84 per cent of the county‟s
economy and its growth will have both forward and backward linkages to a large section of
the populace of the county. The sector comprise of six sub sectors – Industrial crops, food
crops, horticulture, livestock, fisheries and forestry. This sector is however bedeviled with the
following challenges:
i) Low adoption of technology and over reliance of rain fed agriculture
ii) Poor market for farm produces- (Unreliable markets and regular price fluctuations.)
iii) Low penetration of electricity
iv) Low level of extension agent farmer ratio
v) Inadequate credit facilities for farmers
vi) Post-harvest losses.
vii) Environmental degradation.
viii) Encroachment on forest reserves
ix) Animal disease outbreaks
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Trade and Manufacturing:

The manufacturing sector remains underdeveloped and is
dominated by the multinational companies. The county has huge potential for agro-based
manufacturing industries. At the County, trade sector is faced with inadequate utilities
(especially water and electricity), limited access to trade finances for MSMEs as well as
centralized system of trade licensing. The manufacturing sector has a potential of spurring
technology and innovation as it‟s a major conduit for diffusion of new technologies into the
other sectors of the economy. This sector also has a high potential of employment creation
with strong forward and backward linkages and spill-over effects that can stimulate demand
for agricultural products.
The County should thus pay more attention to the development of manufacturing industry as
it has the potential of unlocking many opportunities. Value addition technologies to fruits and
milk and other animal products among others will be a priority for the county under this
sector.

Financial Services: Financial services sector aims to ensure effective financing of investment
needs for sustainable development. The sector in the county is undeveloped with all the
financial institutions based in the county‟s headquarters. Access to affordable financing has
also remained a key challenge in the county. This hampers the unlocking of investment
opportunities in other areas of the county thus encouraging unbalanced development.
Consider the jitegemea fund currently been administered by the county government

Oil and Mineral Resources: This sector accounts for merely 1 per cent of the country‟s GDP
and 3 per cent of the export earnings. However, this sector can spur other economic activities
if well managed. The potential of his sector within the county remains untapped and efforts to
explore the presence of minerals/gemstones should be initiated. Mineral exploitation is being
done in small scale. There is need to upscale this though in a more sustainable and organized
manner. There is also a need to build a mineral database through Geo spatial mapping of
mineral resources.
Regulation of quarrying and in some instances sand harvesting is also key to ensure that it is
done sustainably and within a legal framework to ensure that incomes from this sector
trickles down to communities.

Education and Training: Constitution 2010 guarantees every child to free and compulsory
basic education and further provides for access to affordable tertiary education and training
as well as skills development. This is underscored by Vision 2030 to ensuring relevant human
and social capital for sustainable development. Some of the challenges in this sector include:
i) Inadequate educational facilities making education inaccessible and of poor quality.
ii) Low teacher student ratio – from ECD to secondary
iii) Poverty

Health: The County has a fairly well developed health infrastructure supported by both the
government and private service providers, with the average distance to the nearest health
facility being 5Km. However the biggest challenge remains the quality of health care available
in the health facilities due to inadequate equipments and personnel. Some of the indicators
that are targeted to be monitored at the end of the plan period include maternal mortality
rate, under five mortality rate, infant mortality rate, HIV/AIDS prevalence, immunization
coverage, malaria cases, distance to nearest health facility and doctor/nurse to patient ratio.
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Environment, Water and Sanitation:

This sector is faced with poor sanitation and
environmental degradation due to low latrine coverage, lack of sewarege facilities in Major
Townships, lack of a dumping site, poor farming techniques, encroachment of water
catchment areas and deforestation. The county is also faced with poor access to potable water
both for drinking and animal use.

Population, Urbanization and Housing: This sector has the mission of providing “adequate
and decent housing in a sustainable manner”. The county is faced with population explosion
that needs to be checked for sustainable development to be achieved. The annual intercensal
growth rate stands at 2.5% for the county. The high growth rate will trigger rapid
urbanization and thus putting pressure on the authorities for provision of basic amenities in
urban areas. The family planning uptake has been low and efforts to reverse this trend should
be put in place.

Gender, Vulnerable Groups and Youth: While youth forms majority of the population in the
county, there are also vulnerable groups like the older persons, orphans and vulnerable
children, the disabled and women who needs special attention.
While women are defying cultural stereotypes, there still exist strong cultural setbacks that
prevent them from attaining their goals and also from opportunities in life. Therefore, a
designed and well-intended affirmative action of 30 per cent action policy would be practiced
as a way of empowering them.
County Administration: This is entrenched in the political pillar of V2030 and has a mission
of ensuring that all Kenyans move to the future as one nation. It envisages a democratic
political system that is issue based, people centered, and result oriented and accountable to the
public. The projects and programmes under this pillar aims at strengthening national
cohesion and integration, judicial transformation, promoting transparency, leadership and
integrity in the conduct of public affairs and entrenching the rule of law.

2.4 Development Flagship Projects in Kericho County - more information required on the
flagship projects.
The county is at the forefront in implementation of the Protection of the National Water
Towers specifically in the protection of the Mau Forest catchment area. The area is critical for
the sustainability of the county‟s main economic activity, which is tea.

2.5 Challenges encountered
Some of the key challenges encountered include:1. Lack of adequate funds to implement planned projects;
2. Delay in disbursement of funds from the national government meant that there were delays
in implementing some of the projects;
3. A bloated workforce that is largely unskilled. The majority of this workforce was inherited
from the defunct local authorities;
4. Lack of clear systems and procedures to guide operations. This is due to the fact that
implementation of devolved governments was new to the country;
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5. Lack of county legislation to implement some of the proposals for improved service delivery
for example revenue collection from non traditional sources; and
6. Inadequate personnel and skills in some technical areas.
2.6 SWOT analysis for Kericho County Government
The SWOT analysis presents an assessment of the internal Strengths and Weaknesses of the
County Government. These are internal factors that enhance the competitiveness of the
county and those that inhibit the competitiveness and service delivery in the county. The
analysis also looks at the opportunities that are available for the county which, if harnessed
can greatly increase the competitiveness of the county. Threats on the other hand are external
factors that may hinder or work against the county in service delivery.

Table 1: SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths
 Rich agricultural lands
 Committed leadership
 Diverse partner groups
(Multinationals)
 High Agricultural Potential
 Available clean & Fresh water
resources (Mau Forest)
 Good Road Network
 Good Communication Network
 Skills Development at Learning
Institutions
Opportunities
 Prospective business entrepreneurs
 Available Business Capital
 Potential for Agricultural based
industries
 Availability of Large Multinationals
firms (Investor Confidence
 Available Business Process reengineering
 Agro-processing
 Availability of Air Cargo terminals
 Higher learning institutions for real
estates and skills development
 Discovery of oil in Turkana
 Proposed air cargo terminal
 Favorable weather conditions
 Large pool of Human resources due
to high education level of residents

Weaknesses
 Capacity gaps among staff members
 Inadequate working space
 Unclear demarcation of Roles
 Limited Financial Resources
 Institutional Culture
 Limited skills set
 Uncoordinated Work environment
 Unreliability of some of the new
technologies such as IFMIS

Threats














political interference
huge migrant population causing stress
on resources
HIV and Aids Pandemic
Fear and Resistance to new dispensation
& Technologies
Unpredictable Climatic Conditions
Financial Constraints
Dependency on National Government for
funding
Drugs and Substance Abuse
High unemployment rate
Slow enactment of laws at the National
and County Levels
Low adoption of ICTs by the
communities
Climate change and deforestation
Fluctuating commodity prices
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2.7 PESTEL Analysis
This section looks at the other factors within the political, economic, social, technological,
ecological and legal environment and how they may impact on the success of the strategy.
These factors are either international, regional or national in nature but have an impact on
the execution of this strategy. The table below summarizes the PESTEL for Kericho County.

FACTORS
Political

ISSUE(S)

EFFECT







Economic





Socio-cultural



Technological





Ecological

Legal






Unpopular political
decisions
Divergent political
interests between
county assembly and the
executive
Inadequate funding
unemployment
unstable micro and
macroeconomic
environment e.g
fluctuating commodity
prices
Cultural perception
towards adoption of
new technology e.g use
of eco-toilets in all
urban market places
Frequent
malfunctioning new
technologies e.g IFMIS
knowledge gaps in use
of ICT technology
Fear to adopt new
technology
deforestation
climate change
pollution
Slow enactment of laws
at the county and
national levels








slows development
implementation
slows execution of
development programs
low morale among the
staff
Inability to accomplish
tasks
Unexploitation of locally
available resources
effects the overall
economic growth of the
county
Slows down the adoption
of new technological
changes



Delays in financial
transactions




erratic weather conditions
health hazards



Slow implementation of
progranmmes that require
legal approvals

2.8 Stakeholder Analysis
Stakeholders are critical in the success of the strategy for the County. The County
acknowledges that it is virtually impossible to work without stakeholders in achieving its
developmental objective. The stakeholders, their roles and expectations are summarized in the
table below:-
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Name of
stakeholder

Role of
stakeholder/mandate or
function

Expectation of stakeholders

Citizens



Election of Office
Bearers
Abiding by the law –
Constitution/ County
Laws
Participation in public
participation forums.
Remittance of Levies/
Taxes to support
government
operations and other
levies



Investment to
stimulate economic
growth of the county.
Provision of services
through public
private partnerships.
Corporate social
responsibilities
Fill in the gap to assist
the marginalised in
society.
Provision of
employment and
income generating
activities to the county
citizens.
Remittances of
taxes and levies to the
county government.
Investment to
stimulate economic
growth.
Provision of quality
social services.
Provision of
employment.
Represent the voices
of the citizens







Private Sector








Civil Society
including trade
unions and
political parties


















Development
Partners (World
Bank, EU, Bilateral
Country
Partnerships)
Development






Provision of financial
support for long term
projects with huge
capital investment.
Provide technical
support.
Stimulate income






Obligation of the
County to the
stakeholder

Provision of quality

services from the
County Government.
Proper representation

of the citizenry through
various fora.
Equity in the provision 
of resources.
Provision of security
and justice.


Provision of quality
services from the
county government.
Provision of security.
Provision of improved
infrastructure i.e.
water, roads,
electricity,
communication
network.



Close collaboration
with county
government so as to
access important
information.
Provision of conducive
environment and
incentives from the
county government e.g.
tax exemptions.
Provision of security
from the county
government.
Utilisation of resources
should be prudent.
Transparency and
accountability.
Abiding by the
contract.
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Provision of
quality services to
the citizenry.
Provision of social
services e.g.
health, education.
Provision of
security and
protection
services.
Catering for all
marginalised and
vulnerable groups
through equitable
distribution of
resources.
Provide adequate
security.
Provide proper
infrastructure.
Provide a
conducive
environment for
investment.

Provision of
adequate security.
Provision of
quality services.
Provision of
proper
infrastructure.
Provide a
conducive
environment for
industrial
relations
Maximum
cooperation in
implementing
activities.
Support the
provision of
proper services
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Name of
stakeholder

Role of
stakeholder/mandate or
function

Partners (World
Bank, EU, Bilateral
partners.
County Assembly







National
Government







Constitutional
Commissions and
independent offices






Other Counties.



Professional Bodies.

Obligation of the
County to the
stakeholder

generation
opportunities


Staff/ Employees

Expectation of stakeholders



and infrastructure

Appropriate
legislation.
Responsible oversight
role on behalf of the
citizenry
Provide quality service
delivery.
Abide by the
employment
regulations/code of
conduct.
Technical
advice/expertise
Financial support.
Technical support.
National security.
Oversight on proper
utilisation of
resources.
Guarantee for foreign
aid, loans and grants.
Capacity Development
Financial support.
Technical support.
Oversight on proper
utilization of
resources.




Delivery of services to
its citizens

Ensuring professional
standards are upheld

Political goodwill.
Accountability and
transparency













Job security.
Remuneration.
Career advancement.
Training.
Conducive working
environment





Political goodwill.
Good governance.
Prompt submission of
reports.
Transparency and
accountability





Compliance with the
policies and regulations






Learning
Collaboration and
partnerships



Upholding of
professional standards
in its dealings














Good governance.
Prompt
preparation of
bills.
Accountability.
Discipline.
Quality service
delivery.
Punctuality.

Provision of
security.
Prompt
disbursement of
funds.
Provision of
infrastructure

Ensure
implementation of
the planned
programmes in
accordance with
the regulations set
forth
Ensure counties
learn from each
other
Implement joint
projects
Ensure that all the
activities of the
county are
undertaken with
the highest
professional
standards

2.9 Risk Analysis
Various Risks facing the County were identified. The risks were then classified based on their
likelihood of occurrence and the potential impact to the County. Risks that had a high likelihood of
occurrence and a high impact to the County were generally classified as high while those with
medium potential were classified as medium. Low risks were the ones that had a low likelihood of
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occurrence and a low impact to the County. A summary of the high risks is presented in table xxx
below.
Type of risk

Description of risk

Rate the level of
risk (High,
medium, low)

Mitigation of risk

1.FINANCE

loss of revenue

high

automation of systems

delay of funds from
national government

high

Ensure implementation of
activities coincides with the
disbursement cycle.
Adopt Public Private
Partnership.

2. OPERATIONAL

3. STRATEGIC

skill gaps

high

capacity building for all cadres
of staff

lack of job
descriptions

medium

harmonization and
rationalization of jobs

job overlaps

medium

harmonization and
rationalization of jobs

Lack of legal
frameworks

high

Ensure necessary legislation is
put in place to guide county
operations

policy conflicts

high

setting up policies that are
consistent with national policies

political influence

high

Minimize political influence by
setting up procedures for
service delivery

Industrial action

high

Engage staff representatives on a
regular basis and their
involvement in decision making
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SECTION THREE: STRATEGIC PILLARS AND PRIORITIES
3.1
Introduction to Strategic Choice and Priority Areas
The Strategic Plan is unique because:
i. It is Strategic - The Strategic Plan is based on the desire to improve the lives of the people of Kericho
County. It has identified the key drivers of economic growth that will eventually spur growth in the County. It
has also identified the key stakeholders and partners in all the sectors that will work with the County
Government to ensure effective and efficient service delivery.
ii.
It is Holistic - The Strategic Plan has put in place a coherent and comprehensive framework in
assessing the needs of the County. This framework emphasizes putting in place supporting structures and
enablers to make the County successful and competitive in Kenya and the East Africa Community.
iii. It is int egr ate d - The Strategic Plan facilitates links to related policies and other development plans
within Kenya. Firstly, the Strategic Plan ensures that the CIDP is linked and aligned to the Constitution of
Kenya and the Vision 2030. Secondly, the Plan integrates with all other plans of the National Government,
including but not limited to, the Infrastructure Master Plan, Urban development Master Plan, the Agriculture
Transformation Agenda, the Mining Strategy, the Science & Technology Plan, MSE Sector Strategy,
Cooperative Sector Strategy, and the Transportation Strategy among others.
iv. It is E xec u tion F oc us ed - The Plan defines clear goals, sets account abilities, and identifies
quick-wins for immediate implementation. The key priority of this plan is to execute initiatives. The operating
model is therefore to develop early ideas, and commence execution. Prior plans in Kenya have failed because
they were not accompanied with adequate implementation and governance structures. The Plan
incorporates the regular measurement of results into its work programme, to ensure that decision makers are
able to evaluate results of policy choices, and decide when to modify or continue with recommendations.
v. It Builds Institutions - At the very heart of the Strategic Plan is the drive to develop strong institutions to
sustain development in the medium to long term. County development requires transparency and continuity
which well-resourced institutions have typically provided in developed and emerging markets. Institutional
development can also not be done selectively and must be done broadly as the weakest-link in the
"institutional chain" is enough to drag down the overall effort of others.
3.2
Strategic Plan Outcomes
The goal of this strategic plan is to improve the quality of life for the residents of Kericho County. The strategic
plan is expected to drive the following outcomes:
xi) Enhanced Service Delivery
xii) Improved socio-economic development for the County Residents
xiii) Increased investments in the County
xiv) Sustainable environment in the County
xv) Improved County Governance
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3.3
Strategic Plan Pillars
The role of this Strategic Plan is to improve the productivity and competitiveness of the County
Government of Kericho. Various strategic pillars have been proposed in order to ensure better framework
and conditions for the achievement of its goals. Hence, the key strategic pillars that are fundamental for
driving the competitiveness of the County include:

Figure 1: KERICHO COUNTY STRATEGIC PILLARS

The various pillars and corresponding objectives are summarized below: 3.3.1

Socio-economic Development

Strategic Objectives:
i) Access to quality Education
ii) Access to quality Health care
iii) Sustainable Agriculture
iv) Sustainable Livestock and Fisheries
v) Access to affordable Financial Services
3.3.2 Service Delivery
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Strategic Objectives:
i) Access to quality services
ii) Develop ICT infrastructure and access
iii) County Planning
iv) Promote Cultural Activities
v) Enhance Public Works and Services
vi) Control of drugs abuse and pornography
vii) Disaster Management
3.3.3 Investments
Strategic Objectives:
i) Promotion and regulation of Trade
ii) Provide Markets
iii) Regulate Transport
iv) Improve Infrastructure
v) Promote Industrial development
vi) Promote Tourism
vii) Control of mining
3.3.4 Sustainable Environment
Strategic Objectives:
i) Increase access to Water
ii) Improve Sanitation
iii) Control pollution
iv) Increase Forest cover
v) Promote Conservation

3.3.5 County Administration
Strategic Objectives:
i) Build an effective Public service
ii) Enhance Citizen Participation
iii) Protection of Marginalized, women and youth
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SECTION FOUR: STRATEGIC PLAN IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
4.1
Context of Strategic Plan Implementation
This Strategic Plan shall be facilitated and implemented within the overall County leadership, management
and institutional support framework. The County Executive is important in facilitating the realization of a
robust and productive County with the residents enjoying a high quality of life.
The Strategic Plan is also considered to be implemented in a rapidly changing and a dynamic internal and
external business environment. However, successful implementation is more challenging as it invariably
depends on, among other things, the following factors which also have their own sets of challenges:
i) Communication of the strategy to all levels of the County.
ii) Planning the activities at tactical and operational levels.
iii) Organizing resources to support these activities.
iv) Enforcing standards of behavior both individually and in the workgroup.
v) Managing change
vi) Overall County support, coordination, and commitment.
vii) Teamwork and shared responsibility.
viii) Rationalized organizational structure.
ix) Innovation and flexibility.
x) An effective Monitoring and evaluation mechanism;

4.2
Summary of Proposed sectors and objectives
To ensure smooth implementation of the strategic plan, the implementation plan has been
structured as per the various sectors as classified by the County Government. A summary of
the sectors and the corresponding objectives are summarized in the table below:No.

Sector

Objectives

1

Health

2

Lands, Housing and Physical
Planning

Eliminate Communicable Diseases
Halt and Reverse non Communicable
Diseases
Improved Land Use

3

Trade, Cooperative Management,
Tourism and Wildlife

Improved Aesthetics
Increased access to housing
Enterprise and Enterprise Development
Development of tourism and wildlife
enterprises
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No.

4

5

6

7

8

Sector

Information, Communication and Egovernment

Public Works, Roads and
Infrastructure

Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries

Education, Culture, Social Services,
Youth and Sports

Environment, Water and Natural
Resource

Objectives
revive and revatilize cooperatives
Increase use of ICTs in service delivery
Develop internal ICT capacity
Increase Access to Information
Improve Accessibility
Design and implementation of building
infrastructure
Policy Framwework
Agricultural Extension, Training and
advisory
Market access and value addition
agricultural inputs and credit facilities
sustainable land use and conservation
promote and conserve culture
Support technical and vocational training
provision of social services
Promote ECDE
Support to Sports
Increase access to safe Water
Enhance water Harvesting and Storage

Increase Access to Basic Sanitation
Enhance Solid Waste Management
Enhance Urban Aesthetics
Reduce Noise and air pollution
Increase Forest Cover
Enhance the use of energy saving devices
9
Economic Planning
Enhance M&E
Coordination and Planning
Revenue Enhancement
10
County Administration
Build an effective Public Service
Stakeholder Engagement
Develop an effective County Administration
Economic Planning should be with the county administration

A detailed implementation matrix is attached in annex 1.
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4.3 Financial Requirements
To implement the strategic plan, the county requires approximately 14.281 billion over the
next four years. This however excludes any recurrent expenditure since a strategic plan is a
development document and focuses mainly on development expenditure. The costs are
summarized in the table below:No
.

Sector

1 Health

2 Lands, Housing
and Physical
Planning

3 Trade,
Cooperative
Management,
Tourism and
Wildlife

4 Information,
Communication
and Egovernment

5 Public Works,
Roads and
Infrastructure

Objectives

Y1
Eliminate
Communicable
Diseases
Halt and Reverse non
Communicable
Diseases
Sub Total

Y2

Y3

Y4

Total

335

461

484

508

1788

78

122

69.4

71

340.4

413

583

553.4

579

2128.4

161.2

96

60

54

371.2

Improved Aesthetics

30

32

29

22

113

Increased access to
housing
Sub Total

59

78

98

114

349

250.2

206

187

190

833.2

Enterprise and
Enterprise
Development

118

191

286

381

958

Development of
tourism and wildlife
enterprises
revive and revitalize
cooperatives
Subtotal

35.5

42

37.5

43

120

28

43

50

56

177

158

266

366

465

1255

Increase use of ICTs in
service delivery

24

45

53

62

184

Develop internal ICT
capacity
Increase Access to
Information
Subtotal

18

30

21

14

83

18

14

11

10

53

60

89

85

86

320

Improve Accessibility

485

311

356

400

269

275

261

1060

740

580

631

661

2612

9

2

0

0

11

128

140

140

69

477

Improved Land Use

Design and
implementation of
building
infrastructure
Sub Total
6 Agriculture,
Livestock and
Fisheries

BUDGET (Million KES)

Policy Framework
Agricultural
Extension, Training
and advisory

255
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No
.

Sector

Objectives

Y1
Market access and
value addition
agricultural inputs
and credit facilities
sustainable land use
and conservation
Sub Total

7 Education,
Culture, Social
Services, Youth
and Sports

Y4

Total

57

58

169

23

21

20

20

84

3

3

3

3

12

181

202

220

150

753

promote and conserve
culture

3

17

18

20

58

Support technical and
vocational training
provision of social
services
Promote ECDE

45

30

30

28

133

38

47

47

39

171

82

124

95

35

336

59.2

119

89

49

316.2

227.2

337

279

171

1,014.2

126

151

270

270

817

1

16

25

26

68

10

460

418

520

1408

107.8

80.7

91.8

61

341.3

5.6

4.8

14

9

33.4

0

0.2

6.8

5.9

12.9

17.6

20.5

22.9

24.9

85.9

6.6

7.4

6.9

27.8

274.9

739.8

855.9

923.7

2794.3

M&E

3.7

1.7

1.2

1.2

7.8

Coordination and
Planning
Revenue
Enhancement
Sub Total

7.5

4

6

9

26.5

80

60

55

57

252

91.1

65.7

62.2

67.2

286.2

100

110

120

130

460

50

30

30

30

140

180

190

210

260

840

330

330

360

420

1440

Increase access to safe
Water
Enhance water
Harvesting and
Storage
Increase Access to
Basic Sanitation
Enhance Solid Waste
Management
Enhance Urban
Aesthetics
Reduce Noise and air
pollution
Increase Forest Cover
Enhance the use of
energy saving devices
Subtotal

10 County
Administration

Y3
36

Sub Total

9 Economic
Planning

Y2
18

Support to Sports

8 Environment,
Water and
Natural Resource

BUDGET (Million KES)

Build an effective
Public Service
Stakeholder
Engagement
County
Administration

6.9
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No
.

Sector

Objectives

BUDGET (Million KES)
Y1

Sub Total
GRAND TOTAL

Y2

Y3

Y4

Total

410

390

415

477

2880

2,515.5

3,349.5

3,546.5

3,683.9

14,283.4
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SECTION FIVE: MONITORING, EVALUATION AND LEARNING
Monitoring, evaluation and reporting will form a critical feature of the implementation of this
strategic plan. The plan will be implemented by the respective departments. The effective
monitoring of the implementation of programmes, projects and activities within the strategic
plan period shall make use of participatory monitoring, evaluation, and learning approaches.
These approaches include: provision of a feedback system on progress, awareness of impacts,
transparency and accountability. An M&E framework will have the main purpose of focusing
on those responsible for implementing various projects and programmes on the anticipated
outcomes and or results.
The Strategic Plan activities will be monitored and evaluated during the plan period through
the annual work plans to gauge the extent of achievement of the intended results. The
evaluation will be useful and will be used to inform a mid-term review of the plan. An
implementation framework will be developed to assist in the tracking progress of the
implementation.
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Annex A: CGK Strategic Plan Implementation Framework 2014 - 2017
1.0 Health Sector
Objective 1: Eliminate communicable diseases
Outcome: Reduction of communicable diseases to a near zero
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure
Target
Improve
accessibility
to
prevention
and
treatment
services

Availability
of
preventive
services
and
treatment at
the health
facility level

Number of
preventive
and
treatment
services
being offered
by hospitals
in the county

No.

Improving
accessibility
to
prevention
services at
community
level
To ensure
accessibility,
affordability
and
availability
of medical
services.

Increased
number of
people
accessing
preventive
services

%age of the
population
accessing
preventive
services

%age

Increased
access to
health
facilities by
the
population

%age
population
able to access
health
facilities

%age

To ensure
adequate
accessible
health care
funding

Avail
quality,
effective
and
affordable
drugs and
services
Reduction
in
population
exposed to

%age of
health
facilities with
adequate
stocks

%age

%age
population
exposed to
health risks

%age

Reduce
exposure to
health risk
factors

Actions

118

Responsible

Procure vaccines
& sera; drugs
and other
commodities,
Employment of
more health
personnel
Cold chain
maintenance
90% of
Implement
population outreach
services and
community
health education
in the hard to
reach areas
100%
32 new facilities
put up

CEC Health
CO Health

100% of
all health
facilities

100%
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
35.3
71.8
76.4
81

0

4

7

7

CEC Health
CO Health

52

66

71

80

137 existing
facilities
rehabilitated and
maintained

CEC Health
CO Health

50.9

60.9

61.9

64.4

Procure supplies
Distribute to the
health facilities
Monitor usage

CEC Finance
CO Health

196

254

261

268

Training and
capacity
building of
health workers

CEC
0.35
Health/Environment
CO Health/ CO
environment

2

4

6

CEC Health
CO Health

CO Health
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Objective 1: Eliminate communicable diseases
Outcome: Reduction of communicable diseases to a near zero
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure
Target

Actions

Responsible

health risks

Establishing
partnership
with
various
stakeholders

Reduce the
health care
costs and
improve
service
delivery

CHMT
CEC Health
CO Health
%age
reduction in
health care
costs

%age

40%

Creation of
Awareness
Generation of
Memorandums
of
Understandings
between sectors

Objective 2: Halt and Reverse Rising Non Communicable Diseases
Outcome: Improved management of non communicable diseases
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Creating
awareness and
services in
prevention of
Non
Communicable
Diseases
Equip the
health
facilities to do
regular
screening of
the populace
for noncommunicable
conditions
Improve the
management
of injuries

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18

CEC Health
CEC Finance,
CEC
Water/environment
CO Health

Actions

0.6

2

2.2

2.4

335.15

460.7

483.5

508.8

Responsible

Budgets (million KES)

Reduction on
incidences of
Non
Communicable
diseases

%age of county
population
sensitized on
non
communicable
diseases

%

90% of
Awareness
population creation/
sensitizations,
Trainings

CEC Health
CO Health

0

12

16.4

18

All level 3 and
level 4
hospitals
equipped to
handle NCD

Number of
hospitals
equipped

No.

8

Purchase of
screening
equipment,
Trainings

CO Health
CEC Health

2

19

21

19

Improved
management
of injuries

%age of injury
victims
successfully
attended to at
the County

%

100%

Awareness
creation,
Community
trainings

CO Health
CEC Health

0

11

14

16
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Objective 2: Halt and Reverse Rising Non Communicable Diseases
Outcome: Improved management of non communicable diseases
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Hospitals

Actions
Equipping of level
2 facilities to
adequately
respond to
emergencies
Purchase 12
ambulances

Responsible

Budgets (million KES)

CO Health
CEC Health

16

14

12

10

60
78

66
122

6
69.4

8
71

CO HEALTH
CEC Health

2.0 Land, Housing and Physical Planning
Objective 1: Improve land use in the County
Outcome: increased land productivity
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Plan for land
use in the
county

Establish land
potential in
the county

Productive
Land use in
the county

Land
potential in
the county
established

%age
compliance
with land
utilization in
the county

Valuation roll
and land
register in
place

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

%

100

Preparation of the
county spatial plan

CEC Land
Housing and
Physical
Planning

Preparation of
plans for all urban
centers

CEC Land
Housing and
Physical
Planning
CEC Land
Housing and
Physical
Planning

9

24

24

24

5

2

2

2

CEC Land
Housing and
Physical
Planning

50

30

10

10

No.

1
Valuation
roll
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Prepare and
enforce
development
control in the
county
Preparation of
County Land
Valuation Rolls
(All major towns
in the subcounties)
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
80
10
10
10

Objective 1: Improve land use in the County
Outcome: increased land productivity
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator

Establishment
of data
infrastructure
framework

Data
infrastructure
framework in
place for
Kericho
County

%age of geo
data available
for the county

Objective 2: Improve aesthetics in the County
Outcome: attractive land forms and designs
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
To implement
beautification
programs

Enhanced
aesthetics in
the towns and
urban areas

Number of
areas with
improved
aesthetics

Measure
No.

Target
1 Land
Register

%age

100

Actions
Preparation of
County Land
Inventory and
Registers
Construct and
equip a GIS
Laboratory and
studio for geoinformation in the
county
Prepare Spatial
data framework
for all sectors

Responsible
CEC Land
Housing and
Physical
Planning
CEC Land
Housing and
Physical
Planning

Budgets (million KES)
12.2
12
3

3

5

10

5

5

CEC Land
Housing and
Physical
Planning

0

8

6

0

161.2

96

60

54

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

No.

8

Urban beautification
programs

CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning
CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning
CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning

Landscaping,
Designing and
model formations

Building of
Fountains,
Monuments at
urban centers and
sites of
significance within
the county
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
0
5
3
3

3

5

5

3

3

4

3

2

Objective 2: Improve aesthetics in the County
Outcome: attractive land forms and designs
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Improve
Improved
Length (km) of
storm water
storm water
storm water
drainage and management
drainages and
street
in the county walkways
aesthetics
constructed

Objective 3: Increase access to housing
Outcome: increased access to quality housing
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Formulation
of County
housing
policy

Housing
development
within the
county

Measure
Km

Target
100

km

50

Actions
construct paved
areas and
walkways within
urban centers in
the county
Construct Storm
water drainage in
Kericho and subcounty
headquarters

Responsible
CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning

Budgets (million KES)
4
8
9

7

CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning

20

10

9

7

30

32

29

22

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17
20
0
0

17/18
0

County
Housing
Policy
adopted

Policy
document

Time

Dec.
2014

County housing
policy

CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning

Data base of
all housing
units in place

Data base in
place

Time

Dec.
2014

County housing
database

10

0

0

0

Increased
access to
housing

%age
population
able to access
housing

No.

150

Construction of
new affordable
housing units

CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning
CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning

0

40

64.4

80

No.

167

Installation of
high mast street
lighting within
county
government
residential estates

CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning

20.875 20.875
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20.875 20.875

Objective 3: Increase access to housing
Outcome: increased access to quality housing
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator

Measure

Target

No.

50

%age

100%

Actions

Responsible

Construction of
new staff houses
for within the
county
Refurbishment of
Residential and
office buildings
(Non Residential)

CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning
CEC Lands,
Housing and
Physical
Planning

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17
0
10
10

17/18
10

8

3

7

3

58.875 77.875

98.275 113.875

3.0 Trade, Cooperative Management, Tourism and Wildlife
Objective 1: promote private sector development through enterprise and entrepreneurship development
Outcome: Robust MSME sector
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Responsible
Facilitate
increased
access to
trade finance

Promote
growth and
development
of wholesale
and retail
trade
Provide
information
on trade and
investments
opportunities

Increased
access to
finances

%age
enterprises able
to access
finance
Amount of
money accessed
by MSMEs

%age

80%

Trainings of
MSMEs

KES

400m

Disbursements

Increased
access to
trading
opportunities

No. of
additional
market stalls
constructed.

No.

400

Construction of
market stalls.

Increased
availability of
trade and
investment
opportunities

Number of
potential
investors
reached

No.

1,000

Develop and
update a data base
of potential
investors to the
county
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CEC Trade,
Tourism and
Cooperative
Development
CEC Trade,
Tourism and
Cooperative
Development
CEC Trade,
Tourism and
Cooperative
Development
CEC Trade,
Tourism and
Cooperative
Development
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
5
10
15
20

50

100

150

200

30

60

90

120

5

1

1

1

Objective 1: promote private sector development through enterprise and entrepreneurship development
Outcome: Robust MSME sector
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Responsible
in the county

Development
of cottage
industries
through one
ward one
product
strategy.

Hold the annual
Kericho County
Investment Forum
Improved
production of
products for
which a ward
has the
potential

Quantity of
products
produced by
the local
investors for
the market

Quantity

30

Cottage industries
developed

Objective 2: Promote the development of tourism and wildlife enterprises in the county
Outcome: increased number of tourists into the county
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Develop and
publicize the
County‟s
Tourism
Facilities.

Increase in
the number of
tourist
facilities and
events in the
county

Number of
tourism
facilities
constructed

No.

4

Responsible

Establishment and
Construction of
Chebulu
Conservancy.

CEC Trade,
Tourism and
Cooperative
Development

Establishment of
Tulwap Kipsigis.

CEC Trade,
Tourism and
Cooperative
Development
CEC Trade,
Tourism and
Cooperative
Development
C.E.C, C.O.
Trade and
Trade

Establishment of
Fort Ternan
Museum
Bagao and Reresik
caves in Ainamoi
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CEC Trade,
Tourism and
Cooperative
Development
C.E.C, C.O.
Trade and
Trade
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
10
20
30
40

18

36

54

72

118

227

340

453

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
10
15
5
5

3

5

10

15

2

5

8

1

3

5

10

15

Objective 1: promote private sector development through enterprise and entrepreneurship development
Outcome: Robust MSME sector
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Responsible
Number of
tourism events
held

Promote
home stays to
build on the
county‟s
capacity to
host tourists
Promote agro
tourism in
the county

No.

1
annually

Increased
number of
home stays
involved in
homestays

Number of
households
involved in
home stays

No.

20

Increased No.
of Tourists
involved in
agro tourism

No. of tourists
involved in
agro tourism

No.

150

Objective 3: Revive and revitalize cooperative Societies in the County
Outcome: Viable and vibrant cooperative movement in the County
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Revive the
dormant
cooperatives

Dormant
Cooperatives
revived and
vibrant

Number of
cooperative
societies
revived

No.

32

Kericho County Strategic Plan 2014-2017, The County of Plenty

Hold annual miss
tourism event
Develop a
documentary to
market Kericho
County
Sensitize the
public on the
concept of
homestays
Publicise and
develop agro
tourism facilities
in the county.

CEC Trade,
Tourism and
Cooperative
Development
CEC Trade,
Tourism and
Cooperative
Development
C.E.C, C.O.
Trade and
Trade

C.E.C, C.O.
Trade and
Trade

Actions

Responsible

Conducting the
baseline studies.
Conducting PRAs.
Attending revival
meetings.

C.E.C, C.O.
Trade and
Trade
Department,
cooperative
officers.
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
5
5
5
5

10

2

2

2

0.5

1

1.5

2

2

4

6

8

35.5

42

47.5

53

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
6
6.7
7.5
9

Objective 3: Revive and revitalize cooperative Societies in the County
Outcome: Viable and vibrant cooperative movement in the County
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target

Actions

Responsible

Improved
governance
in
cooperatives

Improved
management
of
Cooperatives
in the County

%age of
Cooperatives
complying with
statutory
requirements

%

100

Profiling the
societies which
are active and
operational
Elections of the
officials in the
societies
Auditing of
cooperatives

C.E.C, C.O.
Trade and
Trade
Department,
cooperative
officers.

Build
Capacity of
Cooperative
Societies

Increased
capacity of
Cooperatives
in the county

Number of
cooperatives
with capacity
levels of 75%
and above

No.

175

Carry out TNA,
CMEP ,MEP ,OJT

Value
addition to
dairy
products

Increased
incomes from
dairy
products

Number of
cooperatives
providing value
addition

No.

15

Conduct feasibility
studies
Provide cooling
plants
Provide processing
equipments
Support to
marketing of
products

C.E.C, C.O.
Trade and
Trade
Department,
cooperative
officers.
C.E.C, C.O.
Trade and
Trade
Department,
cooperative
officers.

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
2
3
5
7

3

4

4.5

6

3

10

10

6

14
28

19.7
43.4

23
50

28
56

4.0 Information, Communication and E-Government
Objective 1: Increase use of ICTs in accessing services
Outcome: %age increase in citizens accessing services through ICTs
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
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Actions

Responsible
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18

Objective 1: Increase use of ICTs in accessing services
Outcome: %age increase in citizens accessing services through ICTs
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target

Actions

Responsible

Develop draft
Stakeholder
consultation
Publish and
disseminate
policy
Feasibility
Identification of
premises (youth
centers)
Install
infrastructure
Build capacity

CEC
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment

CEC
15
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment

20

30

30

CEC
5
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment
CEC
2
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment

20

20

30

4

3

2

45

53

62

To develop,
modernize
and update
ICT Policy

Improved
legal and
operational
framework
for ICT

Approved ICT
policy in place

Time

December
2014

To set up ICT
Citizens
Centers in all
the major
towns in the
County

Citizen
centers
available the
entire county

Number of
targeted towns
with ICT
centers

No.

10 towns
Kericho
Litein
Kapkatet
Londiani
FortTenan
Sigowet
Roret
Kipkelion
Chepseon
Kapsoit
Sosiot

Deliver
online
services to
the Citizens

Online
service
delivery
Portal

%age of
services
available on
the portal

%age

100

Needs assessment
Procure
Deliver

Protect data
integrity in
the County

Secure
County Data

Number of
breaches on the
data

No.

0

Acquire and
register all the
necessary
software
Install security
protocols

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
2
1
0
0

24

Objective 2: Develop Internal ICT capacity
Outcome: Internal ICT capacity enhanced
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Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

Computerize
County
functions

County
services fully
computerized

Number of
services
computerized

%

100%

Needs Assessment
Design of the ERP
Installation of ERP

Installation
of LAN

All County
Offices on
LAN

Number of
offices on LAN

%

100%

Needs assessment
Procure
Install

Installation
of WAN

All county
offices
outside
Kericho town
connected via
WAN
Capacity of
end users
enhanced

Number of
offices on
WAN

%

100%

Needs assessment
Procure
Install

CEC
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment
CEC
2
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment
CEC
2
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment

ICT Capacity
levels

%

85%

Needs assessments
Training

ICT
Equipments
procured and
installed

Number and
type of
equipment
available

%

100%

Needs assessment
Procurement
Installation

Develop
Capacity of
Users
Procure
Equipments

CEC
2
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment
CEC
5
Information,
Communication
and Egovernmen
18

Objective 3: Increase access to information
Outcome: Increased access to information by the county residents
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target

Actions

Responsible

Develop and
Structured
Strategy for
implement a
communication communication
communication for the county
in place
strategy for the
County

Draft Strategy
Stakeholder
consultations
Final Strategy
Implementation

CEC
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment

Time

Feb.
2015
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
7
12
7
4
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4

3

2

6

5

3

2

2

2

6

4

3

30

21

14

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
5
3
2
1

Objective 3: Increase access to information
Outcome: Increased access to information by the county residents
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target

Actions

Responsible

To set up County
Radio Station

CEC
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment
CEC
Information,
Communication
and Egovernment

Establish
Monthly County
Newspaper

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
10
8
6
6

3

3

3

3

18

14

11

10

5.0 Public Works, Roads and Infrastructure
Objective 1: Improve accessibility
Outcome: improved road network in the county
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Improve the
legal
environment
for roads,
public works
and
infrastructur
e services
Design and
implement
road works

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/1 16/17
6
200
0
0

Improved
legal
framework
for the
departmental
works

Number of
policies
developed and
adopted

No.

3

Develop
departmental
policies to guide
roads, public
works and
infrastructure
services

CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure

Improved
quality of
roads in the
county

Length of road
works
implemented

Kms

4775

Mapping of 2,400
kms

CEC Public
18
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure
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22

24

17/18
0

26

Light Grading of
1,200 Kms
Heavy Grading of
900 kms
Spot Grading of
260 kms
Upgrading of
Murram roads to
Bitumen
Standards of 15
kms
Construction of
12 No. Small
bridges
Construct 12 No.
Footh Bridges
Construct 72 No.
Culverts
Construct 15 km
Storm Water
Drainage
Rehabilitation of
20 No. Small
Bridges
Rehabilitation of
15 No. foot
bridges

Kericho County Strategic Plan 2014-2017, The County of Plenty

CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure
CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure
CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure
CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure

12.4

13.0

13.6

14.2

15

18

22

25

10.8

11.2

11.6

11.8

112

120

150

180

CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure
CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure
CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure
CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure
CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure
CEC Public
Works, Roads
&
Infrastructure

37

40

43

46

37

40

43

46

12.7

13.0

13.3

13.6

8.0

11.2

12.5

13.8

10.4

10.6

10.8

11.0

11.5

12.0

12.5

12.8

484.8

311

356.3

400.2
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Objective 3: Design and Implementation of Building & Infrastructure
Outcome: Sound Infrastructure with excellent customer satisfaction
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measur Target
e
Support of
works in the
service sector

Improved
infrastructure
in the services
sector

%age of works
in the service
sector
implemented

%age

100

Actions

Responsible

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

Construction of
750 No. ECD
classrooms

CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure
CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure
CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure
CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure
CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure

13.37

13.75

14.0

14.2

10.75

10.9

11.2

11.5

10.75

10.9

11.2

11.5

10.9

11.2

11.5

11.8

8.2

9.3

10.1

10.2

CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure

15

16

21

23

Rehabilitation
of 30 No.
Hospitals/
Health Care
Centers
Rehabilitation
of 9 No.
Markets &
Market Centers

Improve the
collection
and
treatment of
solid waste

Develop a free
hazardous
environm
ent

Number of
additional solid
waste
management
system

%age

75

Development of
5 No. Tourist &
Conservancy
Sites

%age

70

%age

75

Design
Construct
Maintain and
Supervise
Construction
of 50 no.
County
Buildings
Design
Construct
Maintain and
Supervise
Construction
of Solid waste
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Budgets (million KES)

Objective 3: Design and Implementation of Building & Infrastructure
Outcome: Sound Infrastructure with excellent customer satisfaction
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measur Target
e

Actions

Responsible

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure

60

60

60

60

Assessment,
Inspection and
Preparation of
mechanical
reports

CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure

10.2

10.4

10.6

10.8

Major, minor
repair works &
Routine
Maintenance

CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure

12.4

12.6

12.8

13.0

management
systems
Provide
additional
equipment

Additional
equipment for
works
procured

Number of
additional
equipment
acquired

No.

13

Purchase:Graders 3
Rollers 3
Tippers3
Shovels1

Supervisory
Vehicles 3
Maintenance
of County
Motor
Vehicles and
Construction
Equipment

Capacity
building for
local
contractors
and staff

Serviceable
motor
vehicles and
equipment

Increased
capacity for
works

To construct Increase

%age
serviceable
vehicles and
equipment
available

%age

100

Capacity levels
of contractors
and staff

%age

100

Trainings for
staff and
contractors

CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure

20

24

26

28

Increased route

No.

5

Design and

CEC Public

18

16

16

20
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Objective 3: Design and Implementation of Building & Infrastructure
Outcome: Sound Infrastructure with excellent customer satisfaction
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measur Target
e
more
bus- accessibility
stops
at to urban
centres.
strategic
positions

of service
delivery of
passengers

Improve
storm water
drainage

Improved
storm water
management
in the county

Length (km) of
storm water
drainages and
walkways
constructed

Km

100

Improve
street lighting
system &
aesthetics

Increase
Security
within the
County

Length of Street
lighting system

Km

20

Improved
clean
environment
within the
County

Increase job
opportunities
to youths

Number of car
wash shades in
the County

No.

50
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Actions

Responsible

Implement 5
Bus-Stops

Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure

Design,
Implement,
Supervise &
Maintain
100km
Design,
Implement,
Supervise &
Maintain 20km
street lights
Design,
Implement,
Supervise &
Maintain 50 no
of car wash
shades.

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure

14

18

19

17

CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure

12

14

16

18

CEC Public
Works,
Roads &
Infrastruct
ure

8

10

12

0

255.37

269.25

274.9

260.8
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6.0 Agriculture Livestock and Fisheries
Objective 1: Creating an Enabling Environment for Agricultural Development by Formulating Appropriate County Specific Policy and Legal Frameworks
Outcome: Enabling Environment for Agricultural Development Created
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure
Target
Actions
Responsible
Budgets (million KES)
14/15
15/16
16/17
Formulate
Appropriate
Number of new
No.
4
Policy frameworks
CEC Agric
1
1
0
appropriate
policies for
policies
formulated
county policy
agriculture
formulated
frameworks
formulated
Bills harmonized
CEC Agric
1
3
1
and processed
Advocate for
Increased
Number of new
No.
2
Lobby to shift from
CEC Agric
2
2
3
fiscal
incentives in
incentive offered
duty based taxation
incentives for
agriculture
in the
on agric.
agricultural
Agricultural
Commodities to
development
Sector
taxing income
Rationalized
Policy document
Existence
Lobby for
CEC Agric
2
3
4
taxes, fees and
of policy
rationalization of
levies
taxes, fees & levies
charged agric by
county authorities
6
9
8

Objective 2: Strengthen Agricultural Extension, Training and Advisory Services
Outcome: Agricultural Productivity and Outputs Increased
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target

Actions

Responsible

Improve
agricultural
resource base

Train farmers on water
harvesting &
management

CEC
Agriculture

Demonstrate water
harvesting techniques
Equip AMS station

Increased
number of
farmers with
access to Soil &
water
conservation
information

%age increase in
number of
farmers with
access to soil &
water extension
information

No.

No.
No.
No.

Train 4,200
on water
harvesting
and 120
farmers on
agricultural
waste
management
Construction
of 3 water
pans
4 New Dozer
Machines
Train 9,600
farmers on
soil
conservation
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Promote protection
and conservation of
soil on farm slopes

17/18
0

0.5
0.5

1

2

Budgets (million KES)
14/15
15/16
16/17
0.6
0.6
0.6

17/18
0.6

CEC
Agriculture

2

3

3

3.75

CEC
Agriculture
CEC
Agriculture

7.5

5.5

7

7.5

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6
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Objective 2: Strengthen Agricultural Extension, Training and Advisory Services
Outcome: Agricultural Productivity and Outputs Increased
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target

Diversification
of crop
enterprises
Promotion of
artificial
insemination
services for
livestock

Increased food
security and
farm incomes
Increase in
number of
animals
inseminated

Livestock pest
& disease
control

All existing
dips functional

Promotion of
soil fertility
management

Increased farm
production

Develop
fertility
reference
Promote
technology
development
and transfer

Soil fertility
guidelines
developed
Increased
Adaptation of
new
technologies

Increase in types
of crop types on
farms
Number of bull
semen doses,
liquid nitrogen,
and AI
inseminations
done
Number of dips
rehabilitated and
issued with
acaricide.
Number of
farmers using
inorganic
fertilizers

No.

Soil fertility
guidelines
developed
%age of farmers
adopting new
technologies

No

17/18

Promote adoption of
new crop varieties

CEC
Agriculture

1.2

2

2

2

Inseminate dairy cows
in the county to
improve breed quality

CEC
Agriculture

6

10

10

20

No

168 dips
issued with
acaricide and
refurbished.
Train 12,000
farmers on
soil fertility
management
practices.
Develop soil
fertility
guidelines
4 research
institutions
(CRF, TRF,
KESREF &
KARI)
2 research
meeting per
year

Guarantee sustained
operation of dips

CEC
Agriculture

11

20

25

27

Promote soil fertility
management practices

CEC
Agriculture

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Develop soil fertility
guidelines

CEC
Agriculture

0.2

0

0

0

Establish strong link
with research
institutions

CEC
Agriculture

0.5

0

0

0

Identify research
issues/setting research
agenda to guide
research focus.
Set up farmer field
schools (FFS) in Wards

CEC
Agriculture

0.2

0

0

0

CEC
Agriculture

0.2

0.2

0.25

0.25

Disseminate
information on
opportunities in new
technologies
Train farmers on
livestock technologies
Up-scale community
food security initiatives

CEC
Agriculture

1.3

2

2

0

CEC
Agriculture
CEC
Agriculture

0.5

2

2

2

8

12

12

15

No.

No.

No.

%age of
households

Budgets (million KES)
14/15
15/16
16/17

80,000
semen doses
procured and
similar
services done

No.

Food secure
county

Responsible

No

No.

Promote food
and nutritional

on 12-35%
slopes
6

Actions

60 farmers
field schools
(2 per ward)
10 new
technologies
identified

No.

500 farmers

No.

12000
farmers
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Objective 2: Strengthen Agricultural Extension, Training and Advisory Services
Outcome: Agricultural Productivity and Outputs Increased
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
security

reporting food
insecurity

Increased
supply of
household food
sources
Increased
livestock feed
supply
12 Report
prepared
3 stores
constructed

Improve
extension
services and
technology
transfer

1 buying
centre
constructed
60 fish ponds
constructed
Increased
extension
services

facilitated to
acquire
inputs for
food
production
12 reports
per year

Monthly Food
and crop
situation reports

No.

Availability of
planting
materials for
issue or sale to
farmers
No of acres of
improved
pasture
Early warning
report in place
Cereal stores
built

No.

Establishment
of 10 bulking
plots

Acres

Maize buying
centre built

Actions

Responsible

Budgets (million KES)
14/15
15/16
16/17

17/18

Monitor food balances
of major food crops
(maize, potato, pulses,
milk)
Undertake seed
bulking for Bananas,
Irish potato, Sweet
potato, Millet etc

CEC
Agriculture

1

1.5

1

1

CEC
Agriculture

1.5

2.5

2.5

1.5

400 acres of
improved
pasture.
12 Reports
per year
3 Stores

Establish improved
pasture for livestock

CEC
Agriculture

1

1

0.6

1

Improve early warning
systems
Build cereal Stores at
Chebirirbei,
Kabianga and Soin

CEC
Agriculture
CEC
Agriculture

0.8

0.8

0

0

1

6

0

0

No.

1 Buying
centre

CEC
Agriculture

1

2

0

0

Fish ponds

No.

60 fish ponds

1.5

1

2

No.

10

CEC
Agriculture
CEC
Agriculture

1

%age increase in
extension
services

Construction of a
maize buying centre at
Kamasian
Construct fish ponds to
increase production
Agricultural
Exhibitions/investment
seminars held

2

2

2

2

No.

40

1

1

1

120

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

No.

60

0.5

0

0.5

0

No.

(1)Complete
construction
and
equipping

CEC
Agriculture
CEC
Agriculture
CEC
Agriculture
CEC
Agriculture

1

No.

Agricultural demos
and field days held
Agricultural extension
staff trained
Agro-input dealers
trained
Soin Agricultural
Training Centre
modernized

40

40

43

0

No.
No.
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Objective 2: Strengthen Agricultural Extension, Training and Advisory Services
Outcome: Agricultural Productivity and Outputs Increased
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
No.

Reduce crop
losses

Increase fish
and livestock
production

Reduction in
crop losses

Soin ATC
Construction
and
equipping of
proposed
Farmers
Training
Institute
Sorget Ward
4,000
farmers
trained
4 reports per
year

%age reduction
in crop losses

No.

Quarterly crop
protection
reports

No.

Increased
output of
livestock and
fish products
Reduced
incidence of
Notifiable
diseases

%age increase in
livestock and fish
production

%age

60

No of livestock
vaccinated.

No

Increased milk
production and
improved herd
health.

No of tons of
conserved fodder
& pasture.

Tons

800,000
livestock
vaccinated
against
notifiable
diseases.
Conserve
10.000 tons
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Actions

Responsible

Budgets (million KES)
14/15
15/16
16/17

17/18

Farmers training
Institute at Tiritab
Kapkolongei in Sorget
Ward

CEC
Agriculture

5

13

23

0

Farmers trained in
post-harvest handling

CEC
Agriculture

0.2

0.2

0.2

0

Strategic pests
monitored (Army
worms, Locusts, Grain
borer)
Farmers trained on
fish, livestock
management &
product handling
Cattle vaccinated

CEC
Agriculture

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

CEC
Agriculture

0.4

0.4

0

0

CEC
Agriculture

2

8

8

10

Fodder & pasture
conservation
conservation

CEC
Agriculture

0

1

1

1

100

140

150

100
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Objective 3: Promote market access and product development by adopting value chain approach
Outcome: Market access and agribusiness development improved
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measur
e

Target

Actions

Responsible

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

Provide
market
information

Increased
access to
information
by farmers

%age of farmers
accessing
information

No.

Market surveys
conducted

CEC
Agriculture

0.5

1.8

0.5

0

Number of
farmers
subscribed and
using market
information
collected by
county
Staff access to
personal rugged
computers

No.

208 market
surveys per
year in
Kericho
market
1,000
farmers
subscription

Database on
marketing
information
developed

CEC
Agriculture

0.8

2.2

0.8

0

0.4

0.5

0

0

No.

Computers
purchased for ITbased market
information
Rural agricultural
produce markets
rehabilitated/improv
ed

CEC
Agriculture

Number and
distribution of
produce
markets in the
county

CEC
Agriculture

5

10

8

4

Number of tea
buying centres

No.

Tea buying centres
built

CEC
Agriculture

0

4

3

0.5

Improve
market price
of potato
produce

Number of
potato cold
storage facilities
constructed

No.

Potato Cold Storage
Facilities constructed

CEC
Agriculture

0

0

20

0

Improve
access to
quality fish

Number of fish
feed facilities

No.

Purchase of
50 rugged
computers
for field staff
Construction
/
rehabilitatio
n and
Operationali
zation of 5
produce
markets
Construction
of 6 new tea
buying
centres
Construction
of 1 Potato
Cold Storage
Facility in
Kipkelion
Construction
of 3 fish feed
processing

Fish facilities
constructed

CEC
Agriculture

0

2

2

3

Develop
agricultural
produce
market
infrastructur
e

Improved
access of
farm produce
to markets

No.
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Budgets (million KES)

Objective 3: Promote market access and product development by adopting value chain approach
Outcome: Market access and agribusiness development improved
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measur
e

feed in the
county

Promote
value
addition:

Improve
value
addition in
maize
Reduce
distance from
farm to coffee
factories

Value
addition
promoted in
[Pineapple,
Banana,
Avocado,
Potato, Milk,
Honey,
Tomato,Hides
/skins,
Millet, Tea]
increased
farm incomes
from maize
Improved
access to
coffee
factories

Target

Actions

Responsible

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

facilities
Reports on held
or attended
agricultural
shows/ trade
fairs
Number of
produce value
added

No.

5 reports per
year

Agricultural shows & CEC
trade fairs held
Agriculture
and/or attended

1

2

2

1

No.

10

New agroprocessing
technologies
promoted

CEC
Agriculture

1.6

4

3

2

Number of
maize milling
plants

No.

Maize milling plant
built

CEC
Agriculture

1.5

10

17

9

Number of
coffee factories

No.

Construction
of 2 maize
milling
plants
Construction
of 4 new
coffee
factories

Coffee factories
constructed

CEC
Agriculture

4

8

8.5

7.5

Milk coolers
installed for
preservation
Hygiene improved
in slaughter slabs
Slaughter slabs
licensed
Fish feed
manufacturing
facility
constructed

CEC
Agriculture

6

10

10.5

5

CEC
Agriculture
CEC
Agriculture
CEC
Agriculture

3

3

3

1

0.2

0.5

1.2

0

1

2.5

5.5

0
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Objective 3: Promote market access and product development by adopting value chain approach
Outcome: Market access and agribusiness development improved
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measur
e

Target

Actions

Responsible

Objective 4: Facilitate accessibility of affordable inputs and credit to farmers
Outcome: Access to agricultural inputs and farmer-friendly credit enhanced
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Enhance
access to
appropriate
credit
packages

Improve
access to key
inputs

Access to
credit
facilities
enhanced

Enhanced
access to farm
inputs

%age of
farmers able to
access
affordable
credit

%age of
farmers able to
access farm
inputs
Number of
farmers getting
farm input
grants

No.

6 banks/
MFIs

No.

1

No.

3,000
farmers

No.

1
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Responsible

Negotiate with
Banks & MFIs with
local presence on
lending
guarantees.
Advocate for
legislation to
establish
grassroots MFIs
Establish farm
input grant
programme by the
county
Resource poor
farmers identified
for support with
input grants
Improve money
collected through
veterinary
development fund
for improving dips
Facilitate
formation of
County Agroinput dealers
Federation

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

25

60

85

30

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

CEC
Agriculture

0.3

0.3

0

0

CEC
Agriculture

1

0.1

0

0

CEC
Agriculture

3

3

0

0

CEC
Agriculture

20

25

29.8

20

CEC
Agriculture

0.2

0.8

0.2

0

CEC
Agriculture

0.5

0.8

0

0

20

30

30

20.2
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Objective 5: Promote sustainable land use and conservation of the environment
Outcome: Capacity of the agricultural land to support sustainable agricultural production improved and maintained
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Responsible Budgets (million KES)
Promote soil
and water
management

Reduction in
soil loss and
waste water

%age
reduction in
soil loss and
waste water

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

2,000 farmers
trained on river
bank
protection
8,000 farmers
trained on soil
and water
conservation
Establishment
of 30 tree
nurseries

Disseminate
information on
river bank
protection
Give advice on
on-farm S&W
catchment
conservation
Promote
establishment of
agro-forestry tree
nurseries

CEC
Agriculture

0.6

1.2

1.2

0.2

CEC
Agriculture

1.2

2.4

2.4

1.0

CEC
Agriculture

0.6

1.2

2.8

0.6

70 staff trained
on
conservation
agriculture
60 sets of soil
conservation
planning
equipment

Train staff in
conservation
agriculture

CEC
Agriculture

1.2

2.4

3.0

0.4

CEC
Agriculture

1.2

2.4

1.8

1.0

CEC
Agriculture

2.4

4.8

5.2

1.2

CEC
Agriculture

3.6

7.2

8.0

2.0

CEC
Agriculture

2.4

4.8

5.6

2.0

Purchase soil &
water
conservation
planning
equipment
600 farms
Planning &
planned for
Laying of soil
conservation
conservation
implementation structures on
annually
farms
6 degraded
Design and
areas(e.g.
rehabilitation of
gullies)
degraded
rehabilitated
agricultural lands
annually
12 drip systems Designing and
established
installing drip
annually
irrigation systems
for Green house
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Objective 5: Promote sustainable land use and conservation of the environment
Outcome: Capacity of the agricultural land to support sustainable agricultural production improved and maintained
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Responsible Budgets (million KES)
Promote soil
and water
management

Reduction in
soil loss and
waste water

%age
reduction in
soil loss and
waste water

No.

2,000 farmers
trained on river
bank
protection

No.

12 water
harvesting
techniques
demonstrated
annually

Disseminate
information on
river bank
protection
farming
technology
Promotion of
run-off water
harvesting for
crop production

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

CEC
Agriculture

0.6

1.2

1.2

0.2

CEC
Agriculture

1.8

3.6

5.0

1.0

15

30

35

10

Objective 6: Promote Agricultural Mechanization Services and Technology Development
Outcome: Adoption of efficient and labour-productive farm machineries and equipment enhanced
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Responsible
Enhance
access to
agricultural
mechanization
services

40% of farms
accessing
agricultural
machineries

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
3.0
5.0
5.0
3.0

%

40% of the
farms on
suitable
topography
annually

Provide
agricultural
mechanization
services for land
preparation

CEC
Agriculture

6,000Ha of
land cleared

%age of
farmers able to
access
agricultural
mechanization
services
No. of hectares
cleared

Hectares

2.5

5.0

5.0

2.5

No. of water
pans/dams
constructed

No.

CEC
Agriculture

6.0

10.0

10.0

6.0

4
Dozers/Graders
acquired
8 Tractors
acquired
2 Survey

No. of
machineries
purchased
No. of wheeled
tractors
No. of survey

No.

Provide
mechanized bush
clearing services
Water harvesting
pans and dam
construction
services
Purchase of new
earthmoving
machines
Purchase of new
wheeled tractors
Acquisition of

CEC
Agriculture

10 water
pans/dams
constructed

6,000 Ha
cleared
annually
10
pans/dams
constructed
annually
4 new
industrial
machines
8 Wheeled
tractors
2 Modern

CEC
Agriculture

11.0

54.0

54.0

11.0

CEC
Agriculture
CEC

6.0

10.0

10.0

6.0

1.2

5.0

5.0

1.2

No.
No.
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Objective 6: Promote Agricultural Mechanization Services and Technology Development
Outcome: Adoption of efficient and labour-productive farm machineries and equipment enhanced
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Responsible

Budgets (million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18

equipment
purchased
200 farmers
trained

equipment
No. of farmers

No.

survey
equipment
200
farmers
trained
annually

survey equipment

Agriculture

Training farmers
on machinery
mechanization
practices

CEC
Agriculture

Objective 7: Reduction of losses attributed to Crop & Livestock pests and Diseases
Outcome: Management of crop and livestock pests & diseases enhanced
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Improvement Improved
of pest &
Cattle dips &
disease
crashes
control
infrastructure
Recharged &
operational
dips

1.0

1.0

0.3

30

90

90

30

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

CEC
Agriculture

5.0

15.0

15.0

8.0

Periodic
Recharging of 168
dips with
Acaricides
All dip
Revival & Training
committees of dip committees

CEC
Agriculture

8.0

24.0

24.0

13.6

CEC
Agriculture

1.0

3.0

3.0

1.8

At least
90% of
400,000
cattle
4 rounds
of
monitoring
annually
100 Staff

Livestock
Vaccination
campaigns

CEC
Agriculture

15.0

45.0

45.0

25.0

Surveillance of
crops & livestock
strategic pests and
diseases
Staff training on
emerging diseases
and pest control
strategies

CEC
Agriculture

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.8

CEC
Agriculture

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.8

No. of dips &
crashes
operational

%

90% of
existing
168 dips

% of dips
recharged

%

90% of
168 dips

168 trained
dip
committees
The 90%
cattle
vaccinated

No. of dip
committees
trained
No. of cattle
vaccinated

No.

Surveillance
report

Surveillance
Reports

No.

The 100 staff
trained

No. of staff
trained

No.

%.

Responsible

0.3
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Rehabilitation of
168 cattle dips
and crashes
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Objective 7: Reduction of losses attributed to Crop & Livestock pests and Diseases
Outcome: Management of crop and livestock pests & diseases enhanced
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions

Responsible

Objective 8: Promotion of fish production through establishment of fish ponds
Outcome: Food and nutritional security sources diversified
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure Target
Actions
Promotion of
establishment
of fish ponds

60
Constructed
fish ponds
6,000 people
equipped
with
fisheries
skills
1 cottage
fish feed
plant
24 fish value
addition
demos

No. of fish
ponds
established
No. of fisher
folks reached

No.

60 fish ponds

No.

6,000 fisher
folks reached

No. of cottage
plants
achieved
No. of
demonstrations
conducted

No.

1 cottage fish
feed plant

No.

24
demonstrations
annually

Responsible

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

30

90

90

50

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

Construction of
demonstration
fish ponds
Provide Fisheries
Extension services

CEC
Agriculture

3.0

7.5

7.5

3.0

CEC
Agriculture

0.8

2.0

2.0

0.8

Establishment of
fish feed cottage
plant
Demonstration of
value addition

CEC
Agriculture

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.2

CEC
Agriculture

2.0

5.0

5.0

2.0

6

15

15

6

7.0 Education, Culture, social services and Sports
Objective 1: Preserve and promote local cultures in Kericho
Outcome: local cultures preserved and promoted
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure
Strengthen
policy legal and
institutional
framework for
Culture and
Arts.
Promote
County/National
Cohesion

Target

Actions

Responsible

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

Improved
legal and
regulatory
environment

Number of
policies
developed

No.

1

Formulate county
culture policy.

CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports

1

0

0

0

Increased
showcasing
of culture

Number of
cultural
activities held

No.

3

2 Cultural shows
1 Cultural
exchange

CEC
Education,
Culture,

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5
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Objective 1: Preserve and promote local cultures in Kericho
Outcome: local cultures preserved and promoted
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Indicator
Measure
integration and
pride through
promotion of
cultural
activities.
Empower
cultural
practitioners
To safeguard
and protect
tangible cultural
heritage
To develop,
conserve and
promote
traditional
medicine

Target

annually

Actions

Responsible

programme
annually

youth and
sports

Pool of
talented
artists and
other
practitioners
Tangible
culture
identified
and
protected

Number of
practitioners
reached

No.

30

Provide trainings
Support young
practitioners

%age of
tangible
culture
identified and
protected

%

100

Traditional
medicine
identified
protected
and
promoted

%age of
traditional
medicine
identified,
registered and
preserved

%

100

Identification of
sites
Protection of the
sites
Development of
the sites
Trainings of
herbalists
-Registration of
medicine
-Analysis and
conservation.

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports

0.8

0.9

1

1.1

0.5

15

16.5

18.15

CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports

0.25

0.3

0.4

0.5

3.05

16.7

18.4

20.25

Objective 2: improve technical and vocational training
Outcome: improved skills base amongst the youth
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Provide
Fully
infrastructure to equipped
polytechnics
polytechnics

Indicator

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

Number of
polytechnics
fully equipped

No.

15

Provide
equipments

CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,

Construct 4 No.
labs and
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

5

6

6

2

15

16.5

18.48

20.33

Objective 2: improve technical and vocational training
Outcome: improved skills base amongst the youth
Strategy(s)

Increase
enrolment to
youth
polytechnics

Output(s)

Increased
number of
youths
attending
vocational
training

Indicator

%age increase
in the Number
of youths
accessing
vocational
training

Measure

%

Target

60

Actions

Responsible

workshops and 7
No. classrooms

Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports

Training of youth
polytechnic BOMs
and Managers on
effective
management
skills.
Foster integration
of youth
polytechnics
through initiatives
that include sports
activities,
benchmarking
and consultation.
To enhance
training for the
youth polytechnic
instructors
Promote and
popularise youth
polytechnic
programmes

Promote youth
access to
business start
up credit

Increased
access to
business
opportunities

%age increase
in the number
of youth
receiving
support

%age

60

Develop a youth
revolving fund

Create a data base
of beneficiaries of
the
complimentary
funds (Uwezo,
YEDF e.t.c)
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

0.5

0.6

0

0

CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports

0.25

0.3

0.4

0.5

CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.3

1

1

1

1

20

0

0

0

0.5

0.5

0

0
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Objective 2: improve technical and vocational training
Outcome: improved skills base amongst the youth
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

Training youth
on life skills

CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports

Promote
innovations
amongst the youth

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

1

3

3

3

44.75

29.5

30.48

28.03

Objective 3: provide social services to citizenry
Outcome: improved quality of life
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

Provide social
amenities

Adequate
amenities
provided in
the county

Number of
amenities
provided

No.

4

Construct a social
hall

CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,

Construct a
Rehabilitation
center
Construct a
Resource Center

Construct
community
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

10

10

5

2

3

10

5

1

0

0

6

0

5

5

10

12

Objective 3: provide social services to citizenry
Outcome: improved quality of life
Strategy(s)

Provide services
to vulnerable
groups

Output(s)

Increased
quality of
life among
the
vulnerable
groups

Indicator

%age increase
in the HDI if
the vulnerable
groups

Measure

%age

Target

40

Actions

Responsible

libraries in all the
sub-counties

Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports

Rehabilitation and
repatriation of
200 street
children in the
next 3 years.
Capacity building
of 40 community
social workers on
training of
trainers by 2017.
Rehabilitate at
least 20 drug
addicts/alcoholics
in the next 3
years.
Establish revolving
fund for women
and people with
disabilities yearly.
Support the
celebration of the
UN days and the
WORLD SIGHT
day annually
Rehabilitate and
empower at least
600 PWDs
annually.
Support the
vulnerable groups
through
Governors X-mass
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CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

5

7

8

9

0.5

0.5

0

0

0.6

0.6

0.7

0.8

10

10

8

8

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

Objective 3: provide social services to citizenry
Outcome: improved quality of life
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

tree donations and
public corporate
and individuals
annually.

sports

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

38.1

47.1

46.7

36.8

Objective 4: Promote early childhood Education
Outcome: increased enrolment in ECDE Centers
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

Provide ECDE
Facilities

Adequate
ECDE
facilities

%age
adequacy of
ECDE facilities

%age

100%

Construct 150
classrooms

CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC

Provide
equipment to the
facilities
Construct 1 school
for visually
impaired
Feeding
programme for
the schools
Build Capacity
of the ECDE
centers

Capacity of
ECDE
centers
enhanced

Capacity levels
of the centers

%

89%

Training of the
teachers

Recruitment of 25
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

50

70

30

1

0.6

2

1

0.5

0

10

20

20

1

1

1

1

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

30

40

42

12

Objective 4: Promote early childhood Education
Outcome: increased enrolment in ECDE Centers
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

teachers in every
ward

Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

82.2

123.6

94.6

35.1

Objective 4: Enhance sports
Outcome: improved sports performance in the county
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

Provide sports
amenities

Adequate
sports
facilities in
the county

Number of
sporting
facilities put
up

No.

7

Upgrade the Main
Stadia

CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC

Construct 6 sports
training facilities

Support
sporting
activities

Enhanced
Number of
participation activities
and
supported
performance

No.

6

Organize athletic
championship per
every sub-county.
Organize 3
volleyball
championships
per sub- county.
Organize sports
for disabled
persons - Kericho
Organize football
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Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

20

80

50

10

20

20

20

20

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.7

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

Objective 4: Enhance sports
Outcome: improved sports performance in the county
Strategy(s)

Output(s)

Indicator

Measure

Target

Actions

Responsible

tournament from
sub-county to
county level.

Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports
CEC
Education,
Culture,
youth and
sports

Organize rugby,
crickets and darts
- county
Organize 6
coaching clinics
for 6 disciplines in
each sub county.

Budgets (million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

59.2

119.2

89.2

49.3

8.0 Finance and Economic Planning
Objective 1
:
Outcome:
Strategy(s)

To strengthen monitoring and Evaluation framework
An operational Framework for Monitoring and Evaluation
Output(s)
Actions
Indicators
Measure
Target(s)

Responsible

Budgets (Million
KES)

Develop an
M&E institution
framework
.

M&E policy
in place
Division and
committee
established
and
operational.
A document
on

Develop a
County M&E
policy
Establish
County and
Committee
M&E Division

No M & E
Policy
developed
No of
committee
established

No.

Set and
implement

No of
documents

14/15

15/16

16/1
7

17/18

CEC Finance

0.5

0.3

0

0

No

Approved
M&E policy
in place
Approved
staff and
committee
in place

CEC Finance

0

0

0

0

No.

1

CEC Finance

0.2

0.3

0.1

0.1
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Objective 1
:
Outcome:
Strategy(s)

To strengthen monitoring and Evaluation framework
An operational Framework for Monitoring and Evaluation
Output(s)
Actions
Indicators
Measure
Target(s)

Responsible

Budgets (Million
KES)

Develop
capacity for use
of information
and data

methodologi
es, standards
and
procedures
produced
and
disseminate
d to all M&E
systems
users
Enhanced
M&E
capacity of
the
Department
and timely
and quality
M&E
reports.
A strategy
for
disseminatin
g M&E
results and
findings
created and
operationali
sed.
Quality
reports
generated.

standard
operational
guidelines

developed

Definition of
skills and
staffing level.

No of staff
trained

Develop
strategy for
dissemination
of M&E
finding and
results

No of
strategies
developed

Increased
awareness
on M&E
information

Hold
stakeholders
forum to
disseminate

No of
meeting ,
Forums
held

No.

14/15

15/16

16/1
7

17/18

1 staff from
each
department
.6
Economist

CEC Finance

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.2

No.

Strategy in
place and
operational
.

CEC Finance

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

No.

8

CEC Finance

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

.

Build M& E
capacity in
Departments
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Objective 1
:
Outcome:
Strategy(s)

To strengthen monitoring and Evaluation framework
An operational Framework for Monitoring and Evaluation
Output(s)
Actions
Indicators
Measure
Target(s)

Responsible

Budgets (Million
KES)
14/15

15/16

16/1
7

17/18

CEC Finance

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

CEC Finance

2

0.5

0.5

0.5

CEC Finance

0

0

0

0

3.7

1.7

2.2

2.2

M&E findings.

Establish
Electronic
Project
Monitoring
Information
System(eProMIS)

Objective 2:
Outcome:
Strategy(s)

Develop M&E
IEC materials

No of IEC
materials
developed

No.

MIS
software
application
in place
and
functional

Capacity
building of
staff.
Acquisition of
Equipment.

No of staff
trained.

No.

Electronicall
y generated
information

Information
captured
using the MIS

% of
reports
produced

8
brochures
4 popular
versions of
policy
documents
10 staff
trained.
MIS in
place.

%

Capture all
the projects
undertaken
by county

Coordinate and track implementation of Kericho County Integrated Development Plan 2013-1017
Strengthened capacity of Department to provide leadership and coordination required for successful implementation of CIDP
Output(s)
Indicators
Measure
Target(s)
Actions
Responsible
Budgets (Million
KES)
14/15 15/16 16/1 17/18
7
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Objective 2:
Outcome:
Track progress
of
implementation
of CIDP

Increase
revenue by an
average of 30%
per annum
from Kshs. 371
million in
2013/2014
financial year

Coordinate and track implementation of Kericho County Integrated Development Plan 2013-1017
Strengthened capacity of Department to provide leadership and coordination required for successful implementation of CIDP
Approved
No of
No.
Approved
Facilitate
CEC Finance
1
0.2
0.2
0.2
set of
Indicators
set of
developme
indicators.
developed
indicators. nt of
Staff skills
monitoring
improveme indicators
nt
Quarterly
No of
No.
4 per year
Prepare
CEC Finance
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
status
quarterly
quarterly
progress of
Progress
CIDP
CIDP
reports
progress
developed
reports.
Annual
status of
CIDP

No of annual
reports
developed

No.

4 reports

Prepare
annual
CIDP
progress
reports.
Prepare
CIDP
midterm
progress
report.
Conduct
field visits

CEC Finance

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Midterm
progress of
CIDP

No of Midterm
progress
Report

No.

1 midterm
report.

CEC Finance

0

0

2

0

Information
on status of
progress on
the ground
(end Term
Evaluation)

NO of end
term reports

No.

1 end term
report.

EC Finance

0

0

0

5

Enhance
staff skills
tracking
CIDP
Increased
revenue by
30% per
annum.
Finance
Acts.
Skilled staff.
Increasing

No of staff
trained.

No.

30 staff
trained

Training

CEC Finance

1

1

1

1

No of staff
trained

No.
Quality of
staff skills

New
revenue
streams.
Automated
revenue
collection
platform.
New

Identify
and
legislate
new
revenue
streams.
Automation
of revenue

CEC Finance

2

0.5

0.5

0.5
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Objective 2:
Outcome:
and enhance
revenue
efficiency from
current level of
60% to 100% by
2017

Coordinate and track implementation of Kericho County Integrated Development Plan 2013-1017
Strengthened capacity of Department to provide leadership and coordination required for successful implementation of CIDP
annual
legislation. collection.
efficiency
Unskilled
Staff
staff.
training.

To improve
effectiveness of
public
expenditure
management
through
budgeting

Capacity
developed in
guiding the
implementat
ion of
budget

% of budget
adherence.

No

Quarterly
reports
Annual
reports

Budgets that
have been
adhered to
at all levels.

To fully adopt
Institutional
Risk
Management
Framework

Full
awareness
of
Institutional
Risk.
Enhanced
Technical
capabilities.

No of reports

NO.

Regular
reports.
Staff
needing
training.
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Continuous
refresher
courses.
Monitoring
the budget
frequently
and inform
on ceilings.
Develop a
framework
with clear
policy and
operational
guidelines
linking
planning
and
budgeting.
Training
and
capacity
building.
Carrying
out
Assurance
Audit/Revi
ew

CEC Finance

1

1

1

1

Audit Committee.

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.2
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Objective 2:
Outcome:
To be an
effective and
efficient
Procurement
service
provider.

To maintain a
financial system
which ensures
timeliness,
transparency,
accountability,
completeness
and adheres to
Financial
Regulations

Coordinate and track implementation of Kericho County Integrated Development Plan 2013-1017
Strengthened capacity of Department to provide leadership and coordination required for successful implementation of CIDP
Timely
% of staff
No.
Goods.
Adherence CEC Finance
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
purchases.
adhering to
Quality.
Services.
to due
Right quality financial
Time
Works.
process of
of Goods,
regulation
procureme
Services and
nt i.e.
Works.
Requisition,
Reduced
Quotation,
level of
Evaluation
rejected
and Award.
Goods,
Inspection
Services and
and
Works.
acceptance
of Goods,
Services
and Works.
Issuance of
clear
specificatio
ns.
Staff skills
improveme
nt through
training.
Timely
No.
Financial
Timely
CEC Finance
1
0.3
0.3
0.3
payments.
Quality.
records.
capture of
Reliable
Time
All
transaction
records and
Accounts
s.
Financial
staff to be
Maintain
Statements.
trained.
complete
Well trained
and
staff
accurate
records.
Preparation
of
quarterly
and Final
annual
reports.
Disseminat
e financial
reports to
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Objective 2:
Outcome:

Coordinate and track implementation of Kericho County Integrated Development Plan 2013-1017
Strengthened capacity of Department to provide leadership and coordination required for successful implementation of CIDP
the
stakeholder
s to achieve
transparen
cy and
accountabil
ity.
Improveme
nt of staff
skills
through
training
7.5
3.9
5.9
8.9

9.0 Public Service Management
Strategy

Activity

Output

Indicator

Responsibility

Budget in KES Millions
Y1
Y2
Y3 Y4

Development
of
organisation
structure and
establishment
Recruitment
and
orientation of
staff
Improve
human
resource base
through
training and
development

Define the roles of
Departments, units and
sections
Determine optimal
staffing levels
Recruitment and
orientation of new staff
Development of
orientation policy
Carry out Competency
Assessment and
Rationalisation

Organisation
structure and
establishment
Optimal staff level

Development of
organisation structure
and establishment
No of existing capacities
filled
% of staff establishment
filled
Recruitment policy

CGoK/PSM

5

CGoK/PSM/CPSB

3

-CARPS Report

CGoK/GOK

3

Carry out Training
Needs Assessment
(TNA)
Develop Departmental

Complete TNA

TNA Report

Staff training

Number of staff trained

Staff recruited
HR orientation
policy
-Complete
comnpetency
assessment.

-Number of assessment
undertaken
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5

5

5

Strategy

Development
of HRM
Manual

Gender and
Disability
Development
and
Mainstreami
ng

Drug and
Substance
Abuse

Establish
occupational
safety and
health policy.
Improved

Activity

Output

Training
Implement staff
training programme
Organise seeing is
believing local and
foreign

programmed
established

Development and
approval of the HR
Manual
Staff sensitisation of
the HR Manual
Development and
implementation of
Gender and Disability
policies and guidelines
Budgeting
mainstreaming plans
and budgets

Local and
international
exchange
programme
established
HR Manual

Responsibility

Budget in KES Millions
Y1
Y2
Y3 Y4

Number of visits

CGoK/PSM

0

0

2.5

0

Number of participants
HR M Manual

CGoK/PSM

2

Number of staff sensitised
Gender and
disability
mainstreaming
policies and
programmes

Develop gender and
mainstreaming
programmes
Facilitate effective
treatment and
rehabilitation of drug
users.
Fully operationalise
NACADA wing in the
county.
To provide strategic
directions and support
systems on
occupational safety
and health
Development of Health

Indicator

Policies and guidelines on
Gender and Disability

1

1

0

0

Gender mainstreaming
plans and budgets
Number of reports

Health and Safety

Reduced drug and
substance demand and
supply and related crime
and conflict.

PSM

1

1

1

1

Focused strategies for
occupational safety and
health.

PSM

0.7

0

0

0

PSM

0

2

0

0

Improved productivity
and work environment.
Improved safety
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Strategy

Activity

Output

health and
safety in the
workplace

and Safety Policies
Installation of
lightning arrestors, fire
and Safety equipment
and fire sensors

policy
Reduced number of Equipments installed
accidents

Installation of back ups
Sensitisation on health
and safety
Security of
Government
buildings

Recruitment
and Selection
of ward
administrator
s
Provide
infrastructur
e and office
space
Acquisition
of motor
vehicle

Profiling and mapping
of County Government
buildings
Valuation of County
Government buildings
Orientation of ward
administrators
Routine visits to subcounties and ward
units
Procure office space,
office equipment and
furniture
Procurement of motor
vehicle

Indicator

Responsibility

Budget in KES Millions
Y1
Y2
Y3 Y4

PSM

0.3

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

1

1

Number of fire and
safety equipments
Number of
sensitisation
programmes
Value of buildings
Number of County
Government
buildings
Ward
administrators
recruited
Visits
Office space

Number of participants
sensitised
valuation reports

Number recruited and
oriented

PSM

PSM

Number of visits to sub
counties and wards
Number and type of
equipment procured

PSM

1

1

Reports in asset register

CGoK/PSM

0

5

Office equipment
Labelled motor
vehicle

Log book
Motor vehicle insurance
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10.0 Water, Energy, Environment and Natural Resources
Objective: Increase access to safe water
Outcome: 30,000 households people served at the end of the plan period
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible
Develop new water
supply projects

65 No. of water
supplies constructed

Construction of
gravity/rising
Pipelines

Measure

Target

Budgets (Million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

CEC WEEFNR

No.

65

26.2

29.7

120

120

CEC WEEFNR

No.

75

88

102.1

100

100

Construction of Intakes
Power supply to the
water Projects
Construction of
booster of
station/pump houses
Installation of pump
sets
Acquisition of land for
construction of water
works

Rehabilitation and
augmentation of
existing water
supplies

75 No. water supplies
reahabilated/augment
ated

Construction of
treatment plants
Construction of
masonry tanks
Extension of
distribution pipelines
Acquisition of land for
construction of
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Objective: Increase access to safe water
Outcome: 30,000 households people served at the end of the plan period
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible

Measure

Target

Budgets (Million KES)
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

water works
Construction/Rehabilit
ation of Intakes
Construction of water
kiosks
Construction of
Composite Filtration
Units
Installation of plastic
tanks
Installation of water
meters
Protection of water
sources

110 No. water points
protected

Spring protections

CEC WEEFNR

No.

110

6.8

10.2

10

10

Drilling and
equipping/Rehabilit
ation of boreholes

25 boreholes drilled
and equipped

Construction and
equipping of boreholes

CEC WEEFNR

No.

25

5

9

40

40

126

151

270

270

16/17
12

17/18
12

Objective: Enhance water harvesting and storage
Outcome: 150,000 m3 storage achieved at the end of the plan period
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Develop new water pans and dams

6 No. small

Responsible

Acquisition of CEC
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Measure

Target(s)

No.

6
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Budgets
14/15 15/16
0
12

Objective: Enhance water harvesting and storage
Outcome: 150,000 m3 storage achieved at the end of the plan period
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions

Desilting/Rehabilitation/Augmentation
of Pans and dams

Provision and Installation of water
harvesting facilities in public
institutions/schools

water pans land for
constructed construction
of water
works
Construction
of off take
points
Extension of
distribution
pipelines
6 No. small Desiliting
Pans and
water pans
Dams.
Rehabilitation
of off takes
Extension
distribution
pipelines
8 No.
Construction
water
of masonry
harvesting tanks
facilities
Installation of
provided
plastic tanks
and
installed

Responsible

a)3 No. sewerage
system
constructed(Litein,
Kipkelion and
Londiani)

Target(s)

16/17

17/18

CEC
WEEFNR

No.

6

1

4

5

6

CEC
WEEFNR

No.

8

0

0

8

8

1

16

25

26

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

0

200

300

500

Carry out Feasibility studies and
design of sanitation facilities;

Respons
ible
CEC
WEEFN
R

Meas
ure
No.

Target(s)

3

Construction of VIP toilets;
Construction of sewage treatment
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Budgets
14/15 15/16

WEEFNR

Objective: Enhance access to basic sanitation in urban areas
Outcome: 1000 Households connected/served at the end of the plan period
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions

Develop new
sanitation
facilities

Measure
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Budgets

Objective: Enhance access to basic sanitation in urban areas
Outcome: 1000 Households connected/served at the end of the plan period
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions

Rehabilitation
and
augmentation
of existing
sanitation
facilities

b)11 No. Ecoloo
toilets at Sosiot, Fort
tenan, Roret, Kipsitet,
Chepnyogaa,
Kakelek, Kabianga,
Kiptere, Ainamoi,
Sigowet, Sondu.
1 No sewerage
system (Kericho
Town)augmented/re
habilitated

Respons
ible

24 no. public
institutions/centres
served

Target(s)

Budgets
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

0

250

100

0

0

450

400

500

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

10

18

20

20

works;
Construction of sewer lines;
Acquisition of land for construction
of sanitation facilities/works
Procure and lay pipelines
Construct manholes

CEC
WEEFN
R

Objective: Enhance access to basic sanitation in rural areas
Outcome: 4No. Public institutions/centers served at the end of the plan period
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsi
ble
Develop new
sanitation
facilities

Meas
ure

Construction of VIP toilets

CEC
WEEFNR

No.

Meas
ure
No.

1

Target(s)

24

at Chebaon, Kapsaos,
Kedowa, Barshelei,
Kaitui, Chemosot,
Cheborgei, Boito,
Sokohuru, Londiani
Junction
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Budgets

Objective: Strategic objective; Enhance solid waste collection and disposal from 40% to 70%
Outcome: Enhanced Garbage collection and disposal services by 10% per year
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible
develop
appropriate
policy and
legal for SWM
to reflect
current and
future needs

3no policy and
legislation
documents
enacted and
approved

Develop SWM
infrastructure

1no Zoning plan
prepared
7 zones out
sourced
1no Landfill and
4no controlled
waste disposal site
constructed
Waste disposal site
fully operational

Prepare SWM policy and
legislation for approval by
the county assembly

CEC- Mo
EEF&NR

Development of solid waste
management master plan

Zoning of the county urban
centres for PPP on SWM

CEC- W
EEF&NR

Out sourcing the solid waste
collection and disposal
services
Construction of landfill at
kipsitet
Development of a
controlled waste disposal site
at Bureti ,kipkelion west and
east and ,sigowet /soin sub
counties

CECWEEF&NR

Measure

Target(s)
3

Budgets (Million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17
0.2
1
1

No

17/18
0

No

1

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

No

1

N0

7

5

9

12

15

No

1

30

0.5

0.5

0.5

NO

4

7

10

30

30

1No. waste
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Objective: Strategic objective; Enhance solid waste collection and disposal from 40% to 70%
Outcome: Enhanced Garbage collection and disposal services by 10% per year
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible
recycling plant
constructed and
operational
200 No. litter bins
installed and used
50 No. clean ups
campaigns
conducted
30 No. staff
trained

Rehabilitation of kericho
town waste disposal site and
control (purchase IN0.
EXCAVATOR)

Measure

Target(s)

Budgets (Million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17

17/18

No

1

32

32

3

1

NO

1

30

25

10

10

No

1

0

0

30

no

1

0

0

0.3

Procurement of SWM

recycling plant in Kericho
county

CEC

Formulate legislation that
promote waste separation at
source

CEC

Fabrication and installation
of litter bins in urban
centres

CEC

Designate and Conduct
cleanups days

CEC

Conduct seminars and
workshops on SWM

0

0

no

200

0

1

1

0.5

No
No

50
10

0
0

0
0.2

1
1

1
1

30

0.6

1

2

2

107.8

80.7

91.8

61

CECWEF&NR

Train staff on SWM

Objective: Enhancement of urban aesthetics and establishment of recreational parks.
Outcome: Recreational areas Established and maintained in Towns and Urban centers
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible
Measure
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Target(s) Budgets (Million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
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Objective: Enhancement of urban aesthetics and establishment of recreational parks.
Outcome: Recreational areas Established and maintained in Towns and Urban centers
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible
Measure
Management
of
recreational
parks
/arboreta.

3no Recreational
parks/Gardens
improved and
maintained

Improvement of
existing recreational
parks in towns and
urban centres

CEC WEEF&NR No

3no established and

CECEstablishment and
WEEF&NR
management of
recreational parks,
arboreta in towns and
urban centers;

No

3

0

1

3

3

10

4

0.3

3

1

Km

24

0

0.5

1

1

No

5

1

2

2

2

5.6

4.8

14

9

CEC WEEF&NR
Provision of
No
equipment/machinery

Town
beatification
programme

CECWEEF&NR

24Km roadside tree
planting
2 towns and
3market centres
beautified and
conserved

Target(s) Budgets (Million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
3
0.6
1
5
2

Road side tree
planting
Landscaping works
and planting of
ornamental trees.

CEC WEEF&NR
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Objective: Strategic objective 3: Reduce noise and air pollution in the county
Outcome: Achieve noise and air pollution reduction
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible Measure
Formulate
noise and air
pollution
policy and
legislation
control

2no Policy
legislation
enacted

Undertake
noise and air
pollution
assessments

1no baseline
study conducted

Build capacity
on noise and
air pollution
control

10 no staff
trained

Prepare policy and
CEClegislation on noise and air WEEF& NR
pollution for approval by
the county assembly
Carry out baseline studies
on noise and air pollution
levels in the county

CEC
WEEF&NR

Train staff on noise and air CECpollution control
WEEF&NR

3no campaigns
meetings held
4no equipment
procured and
operational

No

Target(s) Budgets (Million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
2
0
0.2
0.6
0.6

No

1

0

0

1.5

0.5

10

0

0

1.2

0.8

Conduct campaigns on
noise and air pollution
control

CEC
WEEF&NR

3

0

0

1.5

1

Provision of noise and air
pollution control
measurements equipment

CECWEEF&NR

3

0

0

2

3
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Objective: Strategic objective 3: Reduce noise and air pollution in the county
Outcome: Achieve noise and air pollution reduction
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible Measure

Objective: Increase forest and tree cover
Outcome: Increased tree cover from 50% to 58%
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Provision of
Extension
Services

720 farm visits

Farm Visits;

24

trainings

Capacity building;

24

FFS formed

4

Exchange visit

Formation and
running of Forest
Farmer Field
Schools;

Responsible

CEC
WEEF&NR

Measure
No

Target(s) Budgets (Million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
0
0.2
6.8
5.9

Target(s)
720

Budgets (Million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17

17/18

5.1

6.3

6.3

7.0

3.3

4

4.5

5

24
24
4

Exchange
visits/tours
Tree seedlings
production

2,000,000 Tree
seedlings produced
6,000,000 Tree
seedlings produced
by private nurseries

Establishment and
maintenance of
departmental tree
nurseries;
Promote the
establishment of
on-farm and
private tree
nurseries

CECWEEF&NR
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Objective: Increase forest and tree cover
Outcome: Increased tree cover from 50% to 58%
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Promotion of
Agro forestry
and
commercial
tree growing

240 farms practicing
agro forestry

Tree planting
programme

28 Launches

1.County tree
planting Launches;

120 Schools & other
Institutions

2.tree planting in
schools

Rehabilitation
of Degraded
sites

120 Ha
Rehabilitated/
Afforestated

Tree planting in
degraded hill tops,
quarry and gulley
sites

Catchment
rehabilitation
and River
bank
Protection

120Ha rehabilitated

1.Reafforestation/
A forestation of
catchment and
fragile areas with
indigenous tree
seedling

96 Ha of woodlots

12Km

Farm visits;
Exhibitions(Field
days)

Responsible

48 Common Interest
Groups formed

Support formation
of Income
generating
Activities

Target(s)

Budgets (Million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17

17/18

1.5

2

3

3

1.2

1.5

1.5

1.5

No

240

Ha

96

No

28

No

120

CEC
WEEF&NR

Ha

120Ha

1.5

1.7

2

2.4

CECWEEF&NR

Ha

120

3

3

3.2

3.6

Km

12

No

48

2

2

2.4

2.4

CEC
WEEF&NR

CECWEEF&NR

2. stabilizing and
protecting river
banks
Promotion of
tree based
enterprises

Measure

CEC
WEEF&NR
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Objective: Increase forest and tree cover
Outcome: Increased tree cover from 50% to 58%
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions

Responsible

Measure

Target(s)

Budgets (Million KES)
14/15 15/16 16/17

17/18

17.6

24.9

Objective: Increase up take and use of alternative energy sources in the County
Outcome: Reduced dependency on the National Grid and embracing of Green Energy technologies
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible
Measure
Target(s)

20.5

22.9

Budgets
14/15 15/16

16/17

17/18

10

20

20

20

Solar power

No. solar panels
installed

Preparation of BSA,
installation of solar
panels and
accessories

CEC WEEFNR

No.

Training of
Solar Energy
Artisans

96 No. of Solar artisans
to be trained

Holding trainings
for solar Energy
artisans.

CEC WEEFNR

No

96

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Biogas Energy
plants for
individual
households

24 No. of Floating
Drum Biogas Plants
constructed

Construction of
floating drum type
biogas plants

CEC WEEFNR

No.

24

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Training of
biogas Artisans

24 No. of Biogas
artisans trained

Holding trainings
for biogas artisans

CEC WEEFNR

No.

24

0.42

0.42

0.42

0.42

Independent
Hydro power
Generation
plants

1 No. hydro power
generation plant
constructed

Carry out
feasibility studies

CEC WEEFNR

No.

1

79

250

0

0

Carry out survey
and design
Construction of the
power plant and
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Objective: Increase up take and use of alternative energy sources in the County
Outcome: Reduced dependency on the National Grid and embracing of Green Energy technologies
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible
Measure
Target(s)

Budgets
14/15 15/16

16/17

17/18

0

25

0

16/17

17/18

distribution of
power
Establishment
of a wind
power
generating
plant

1 No. wind power
generating plant
established

Carry out
feasibility studies

CEC WEEFNR

No.

1

0

Carry out survey
and design
Construction of the
power plant and
distribution of
power

Objective: Enhance the use of energy saving devices in the county
Outcome: Reduced Energy Wasting and increased uptake and consumption of the Renewable Energy Technologies
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible
Measure
Target(s) Budgets
14/15 15/16
Improved cook
stoves for
households and
Public schools

Training of cock
stove Artisans

24 No. of Improved
Institutional cook
stoves constructed

Constructing
improved cook
stoves for public
schools

600 No. Of
Improved cook
stoves installed in
individual homes

Provision of
improved cook
stoves to individual
households

240 No. of Cook
stove Artisans
trained

Holding trainings
for cook stove
artisans

CEC WEEFNR

CEC WEEFNR
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No

24

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

No.

600

2.4

2.4

2.6

2.7

No.

240

1.8

1.5

2.1

1.5
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Objective: Enhance the use of energy saving devices in the county
Outcome: Reduced Energy Wasting and increased uptake and consumption of the Renewable Energy Technologies
Strategy(s)
Output(s)
Actions
Responsible
Measure
Target(s) Budgets
14/15 15/16
Training on
Efficient Charcoal
Burning
Technology

240 No. of artisans
Trained

Holding trainings
for cook stove
artisans

CEC WEEFNR
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240
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16/17

17/18

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

6.9

6.6

7.4

6.9

